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The Heidi Chronicles
A Review
p.14
Comic Book
Superheroes Come
Out
p.10
R yid
Northstar, superhero of Marvel Comics‘ Alpha Flight series, acknowledges he is
Gay in the currentissue. Known as Montreal‘s most eligible bachelor, he indicated
in an earlier issue he "wasn‘t really interested in women." Story on page 10.

Judge Refuses to Block
Volume 2, Number 4

February 1992

State Law

Gay Group Again
Banned From St.
Patrick‘s Parade
p. 4
Tennessee Predicted
to Log 2,000th AIDS
Fatality in ‘92
p. 21

disclosed.
"The HIV and AIDS epidemics
have been around for approximately
Kowalski Guardianship
Billboard Campaign
10 years," Rubenfeld said. "The
Proclaims
Gay Pride
growth of the medical epidemic has
by Suzanne Ziegler
between Thompson and Kowalski‘s
p.
6
been followed by the growth of fear,
Associated Press Writer
parents, who had bitterly fought for
discrimination and retribution.
custody. Donald Kowalski, of rural
Rep. Frank Leads
‘"We need to encourage people to
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The Nashwauk, eventually relented, citing
come forward to be tested. Thatis the
Protest at Cracker
Minnesota Supreme Court will be poor health. —
f
opposite of what this rule will do."
Barrel
asked to review a decision that granted
The Appeals Court, in granting
Rubenfeld argued that the state‘s
p. 20
guardianship of a brain—damaged guardianship to Thompson, noted that
promises to keep the names confiden—
woman to her Lesbian lover, but an no hearing was held on Tomberlin‘s
tial are not good enough.
attorney says that sexuality is not at qualifications, that Kowalski had in—
Plus Leather Lines,
"One breach of confidentiality is
issue.
dicated a desire to live with Thomp—
Deep Dish, and more...
one breach too many," she said.
The appointment last month of son and that Thompson was the only
Assistant Attorney General Jerry
Karen Thompson as guardian for Sha— person willing or able to care for
Taylor argued the state already has
ron Kowalski received widespread Kowalski outside an institution.
protected the names of 2,000 AIDS Now Here‘s a
attention and praise from feminist and
"There‘s no question that Karen
patients.
Novel Idea. ..
Gay rights activists.
5
%,
(Thompson) and Sharon are life part—.
Taylor said the state Board of
———But Duluth attorney Thomas ners," said Thompson‘sattorney,M..
Health took "informed,considered —
—By Ceci Connolly
Sjogren said Jan. 14 that his client, Sue Wilson, of Minneapolis. "This
and reasonable actions" to help the
Associated Press Writer
Karen Tomberlin of Coleraine, should challenge to thatis ridiculous."
state track the disease.
be reinstated as Kowalski‘s guardian.
Kowalski; 35, a former physical
Brandt ruled the plaintiffs had
BOSTON (AP) — A prominent
"Karen Tomberlin feels that education teacher, was left brain—dam—
25cm” she said. ‘"This is not the end." shown several contingencies that AIDS activist is considering a mar—
Sharon‘s best interest is served by aged and physically impaired after a
Rubenfeld argued the policy will might happen but failed to show the keting campaign advising people to
having a neutral, third party be the Nov. 13, 1983, automobile accident.
keep people at risk of contracting the required immediate and irreparable give Gov. William Weld‘s name
guardian because of all of the dishar— She lives in a nursing home in a Min—
virus because people will quit being harm they would suffer if the injunc— when they submit to an AIDS test.
mony that has surrounded this case," neapolis suburb. Thompson has had
tested out of fear their names will be tion were not granted.
Larry Kessler, executive director
he said in a telephone interview from a handicapped—accessible home built
of
the
AIDS Action Committee, said
Duluth. "It does not matter what the and has said she intends to bring
the Weld administration‘s plan to ask
sexual orientation is."
Kowalski there to live.
Disney Formally Adopts
people to pay for the tests and submit
The Minnesota Court of Appeals
The case became a Gay rights is—
to
confidential — rather than anony—
ruled last month that Thompson was sue when Thompson sought guardian—
Non—Discrimination Policy
mous — procedures is "extortion of
the most qualified person to act as ship, maintaining that she and
the worst kind."
Kowalski‘s guardian, overturning St. Kowalski had made a lifelong
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — The tra— a good track record in its treatment of
""When you go to get tested, don‘t
Louis County District Judge Robert commitment to each other. Thomp—
ditional American values represented Gay employees, but note that formal— pay and tell them your name is Wil—
Campbell‘s earlier appointment of son said that she and Kowalski had
by Walt Disney Co. makes its non— izing a policy is no small step for a liam Weld," he said.
Tomberlin.
exchanged rings in 1979.
discrimination policy even more ef— private employer of 33,000 people
The new policy could also result
Tomberlin is a track and volley—
Sjogren said he mailed the petition
that the public tends to perceive as a in job firings of people who ask their
fective, a Gay rights group said.
ball coach who had coached Kowalski to review on Jan. 17, but a clerk at the
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance mom—and—apple pie institution.
insurance companies to pay for an
in high school.
Supreme Court said Jan. 14 it had not
By giving Gays formal protection, HIV test, he added.
Against Defamation of Florida has
Campbell‘s appointment of yet been received.
sent Disney Chairman Michael Eisner the activists say, Disney has shown
Tennessee and surrounding states
Tomberlin in April was a compromise
there is no contradiction between op— no longer offer anonymous testing,
its business award for 1992.
For more than a year, the group posing discrimination and promoting but do not charge for tests.
and a union representing some Disney traditional American values.
"By encouraging people to dis—
Community activists say that be— close their name and that of their in—
employees in California have pushed
for the policy, which in Novemberput cause of Disney‘s stature, the surance carrier, the Dept. of Public
in writing what Disney workers say company‘s leadership could pressure Health will only force those at higher
has long been an unwritten practice. other corporations and the Florida risk of HIV disease to go further un—
"This action by a company whose Legislature to follow its example.
derground," Kessler said.
The Florida Task Force, a lobby—
name is synonymous with clean liv—
State officials say many residents
ing will have an historic impact on ing group for Gay issues for Talla— already submit to confidential tests
the opinion of all but the most biased hassee, is pointing to Disney inits and have expressed a willingness to
of individuals," said Brian Arbogast efforts to persuade Gov. Lawton pay up to $75 for a test.
de Hubert—Miller, co—chairman of the Chiles to include Gay and Lesbians
Activists say a client‘s name is re— —
Gay—rights group that sent the award in his proposed civil—rights bill. The corded and often circulated undercon—
measure would protect minorities fidential testing.
to Eisner.
"Our policy was not to discrimi— from housing, education and employ—
Lawyers volunteering with the
nate againstanyone in the first place," ment discrimination.
AIDS Action Committee frequently
"If a large company has the cour— handle cases in which a patient prom—
said John Dreyer, a Disney spokes—
man in Orlando. "Therewriting ofthe age to write a policy to ban discrimi— ised confidentiality loses a job or
Left to right: Michael Detroit, Christina Wellford Scott, and Dave Landis from Statement was merely a clarification nation, then the state should have the apartment because word has leaked
same courage," said Jon Klein, who he or she tested positive for the virus
Playhouse on the Square‘s production of The Heidi Chronicles by Wendy of what everyone knew."
Wasserstein, directed by Jerry Chipman. The play runs through Feb. 23.
Activists said Disney already had heads the task force.
badd 9.9.9
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Woman to Appeal Loss of

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
judge denied a requestfor a tempo—
rary injunction aimed at blocking the
state‘s new AIDS reporting law.
A lawsuit filed Jan. 2 in Chancery
Court sought to abolish the Dept. of
Health regulation that went into ef—
fect Jan. 1.
The law requires doctors to report
the names of those who test positive
for the human immunodeficiency vi—
rus that causes AIDS.
"Judges and lawyers are not the
people to decide public health issues,"
Chancellor Robert S. Brandt said Jan.
15 in denying a temporary injunction.
A doctor, a nurse, two wives of
hemophiliacs and two homosexual
men filed the lawsuit.
After the hearing, plaintiffs‘ attor—
ney Abby Rubenfeld said she will ask
the state to resume negotiations to
«settle the case outof court.
>. "The fight against this rule hasjust

t of
The Politicization of AIDS: The Impac
the Conservative Political Agenda

underscored by the AIDS pandemic tracted this illness during their ado—
may make some physicians and lescence. Politics has contributed to
caregivers uncomfortable. But the re— an epidemic that may kill millions of
ality is that medicine and health care our citizens before a vaccine and/or
I
are politicized. Conservative politics cure are found.
The question should not be
is having a profound affect on the _
ability of many physicians to practice whether we should discuss the politi—
medicine. Conservative politics is af— cal dimensions of AIDS, but whether
fecting the increasing inability of we should accept the personal respon—
many patients to access timely and sibility of:addressing these issues in:
appropriate health care. Conservative publications such as this, in local and
politicshasresulted in a five—year state medical society meetings, and
delay in mobilizing our resources to whether we should participate in the
combat the HIV epidemic. Conserva— political process to affect municipal,
«fivepoliticshas resulted in our obses— state, and national health care agen—
gion with blaming people for their das. AIDS has become a metaphor for
diseases, their homelessness and their the failure of conservatives to under—
poverty. Conservative politics has stand that each of us at some time in
contributed to the spread of a control— our life may be dependent on others.
lable disease to more than 200,000 of
our sons and daughters who have con—

Buchanan‘s blame of Magic Johnson vatives and liberals on policies that
for having sex with prostitutes is a affect people of color, women, injec—
(Writtenfor PACCNOTES, news— prime example of conservative tion drug users, Gays and Lesbians,
letter of the Physicians Association judgementalism. Pat‘s perception of the marginal, the poor, and the home—
women as vectors of disease not only less.
for AIDS Care.)
But HIV disease is a disease that
reflects his personal moral judge—
is
increasing
in these groups and has
ments,
but
also
a
fundamental
uneasi—
As some members of my genera—
tion whose lifestyles have been influ— ness with the concept of women‘s become a disease of the poor, of |
enced more by Nick and Nora Charles equality. Women are just not mem— women, of people of color, of injec—
tion drug users, and the homeless. Our ®
than by Jane Fonda, I prefer a few bers of the club.
Vice President Quayle‘s remarks inability to solve the fundamental so— :
martinis to reduce stress rather than a
few hours at the gym. So after a par— are typical ofa conservative approach cial issues that contribute to the gen— —
ticularly stressful day, I go home, take to any social issue. A return to funda— eral health problems of these groups |
my bottle of Absolut Vodka out of the mental values. Just say no to drugs. must be addressed first before we at—
freezer, and mix up a batch of marti— Just say no to sex. Just say no to re— tempt to halt the rate of infection and
cession. Our values will pull us facilitate access to timely and appro—
nis.
However, I am concerned enough through the crisis, or is it those with priate healthcare.
Elitism and judgementalism are
about my health to make certain that the right values will survive and those
I don‘t drink to excess. So I turn on with the wrong values will perish? also markers of a darker element em—
the television to CNN and watch ei— The vice president‘s remarks are as bedded in our national psyche. There
ther Crossfire or The Capitol Gang incisive as Marie Antoinette‘s apoc— is little question that if HIV disease
and use Pat Buchanan as a surrogate ryphal "Let them eat cake" as her so— had originally been perceived as an
epidemic affecting Legionnaires
marker of my alcohol/blood level. lution to poverty and starvation.
Some have questioned President rather than homosexuals, our national
I‘ ve found that when Pat Buchanan‘s
positions begin to sound rational, I‘ ve Bush‘s nomination of Johnson to the resources would have been mobilized
obviously had too many martinis. National Commission on AIDS be— immediately to protect Legionnaires
Now that Pat has announced his bid cause of the president‘s resistance to because they were perceived to be
for the presidency and will not be a follow any of the Commission‘s rec— patriots and therefore members of the
regular on the programs, I may have ommendations. Federal drug policy is club. But homosexuals are not mem—
in direct opposition to the bers of the club. Their sexual prefer—
to give up drinking.
I know that Pat Buchanan repre— Commission‘s recommendation for ences make them non—patriotic. For
sents only a small spectrum of con— policies that would reduce the trans— some, the AIDS epidemic among ho—
servatives, especially with his mission of HIV among injection drug mosexuals was a national blessing that
anti—Israeli position, but Pat also users and which would provide HIV— could purge our society of those fag—
articulates some popular concepts of infected drug users with timely and gots whom we would be better off
conservatives that have had a signifi— appropriate treatment of their addic— without. Some may speculate whether
there would have been a different re—
cant impact on our nation‘s response tion and HIV disease.
sponse under a conservative admin—
I
believe
that
the
president
is
a
to the HIV epidemic.
Let‘s take the Magic Johnson story compassionate man. Unfortunately, istration if AIDS was initially
perceived as an epidemic affecting
as an example. Right after the story Mr Bush‘s definition of compassion
broke, Pat‘s response was (1) Magic is markedly different from the defini— African—Americans, or injection drug
obviously patronized prostitutes and tion by persons with HIV disease and users, or women, or the homeless. I
therefore he is responsible for the out— their caregivers. Compassion is a pub— doubtit. Too many conservatives do
not want any of these groups in their
come of such immoral consort, (2) — lic and not a private virtue. Our
club.
president‘s
usual
rebuttal
to
the
charge
can
hookers)
(i.e.
women
only "bad"
Many conservatives who have
transmit HIV heterosexually, and (3) of non—compassion is to outline how
been
graced by privilege, talent, and
much
the
administration
has
spent
on
lefor
the homosexuals were responsib
the love and support of families and
HIV.
the HIV epidemic.
Unlike many activists, I under— friends may find it difficult to con—
Morton Kondracke, editor of The
stand
that our mortgaged economy sider injection drug users, Gays and
taken
t
somewha
was
New Republic,
Lesbians, the homeless, and the poor
aback by the Magic Johnson an— may not allow this nation to spend
their equals. It may be only natural
markedly
more
funds
on
HIV
within
nouncement and had a difficult time
that they become more judgemental
the
competing
needs
for
our
rapidly
het—
to
risk
a
was
HIV
that
accepting
on the choices that others make ei—
erosexuals. Vice President Quayle diminishing economic resources and
ther freely, by birth, or by circum—
the
often—conflicting
demands
of
so—
d
exhibite genuine concern over
Johnson‘s illness, but warned that cial justice. There is, however, a man— stances. However, such judgemen—
talism is a cancer that is destroying
abstinence was the only answer to date that monies be used in ways in
the underpinnings of our republic. If
which
they
will
benefit
the
most
invited
t
presiden
Our
on.
preventi
we allow that judgementalism and
Magic to accept an appointment on people affected by this terrible dis—
elitism to influence our public policy,.«
ease.
The
inefficiency
of
many
of
our
AIDS
on
the National Commission
then we must share the responsibility —
federally
funded
clinical
trial
pro—
activ—
AIDS
by
irritated
was
then
and
for the unnecessary loss of millions
grams
and
the
state
and
municipal
ists who questioned his compassion.
of lives that could have been saved
boondoggling
of
federal
funds
into
a
tely
unfortuna
are
These examples
s
with a rational and coherent national
limited to Republican leaders and new AIDS bureaucracy often deliv—
AIDS policy.
ering
less
than
ten
cents
on
the
dollar
pick
to
spokespersons. I don‘t mean
Unfortunately, there are too many
on the Republicans, it‘s just that the in community services to persons with
conservatives
who secretly believe
HIV
disease,
are
a
national
disgrace.
Democrats haven‘t said anything for
eleven years, so it‘s difficult to nail Many of our HIV programs are re— that our society would be better off
dundant and ineffectivedue in part to without the poor, the homeless, the
them on this issue.
¢
their lack of focus and the mediocrity marginal, injection drug users, Gays
be—
es
~ One of the major differenc
and Lesbians, and all those so suscep—
of
their administration.
politi—
liberal
and
ive
conservat
tween
tible to the ravages of this epidemic.
Politics
is
the
art,
or
possibly,
in
cians is a proselytizing tendency of
conservatives to impose their values the Machiavellian sense, the craft of This is the essential truth behind the
on others. And those whodo not ac— maintaining, influencing, or obtaining failure of the conservative political
cept their conservative values are power. While all political leaders have agenda to meetthe diverse challenges
somehow not entitled to societal perks an agenda, the conservative agenda of this epidemic. The subtext of that
of life, liberty, and social justice. Pat tends tobe more elitist on social is— agenda is a secret hope that those
sues than the liberal agenda. There is people will just disappear.
I realize that the political issues
a
marked difference between conser—
2—The Triangle Journal— February 1992
by Gordon Nary
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Gay Group Ag ain Banned

Court Overturns
Lesbian‘s Child

From St.

Patrick‘s Parade

By John Shanahan
_ Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A group of
Irish homosexuals has been barred
from this year‘s St. Patrick‘s Day Pa—
rade because of "outrageous behav—
ior" last year, including alleged
obscene gestures in front of St.
Patrick‘s Cathedral.
The Irish Lesbian and Gay Orga—
nization — which was banned last
year but marched with another group
— denied the allegations and accused
. the parade‘s organizers, the Ancient
Order of Hibernians, of homophobia
and discrimination.
The dispute reignites a political
controversy for Mayor David
_ Dinkins, who last year passed up the
mayor‘s traditional spot in the parade
to march with the homosexuals and
was jeered and doused with beer along
the route.
After the Manhattan chapter of the
Hibernians repeatedly refused to al—
low the Gay group in the procession,
Dinkins transferred the parade permit
to the New York state board of the
AOH, citing feuding in the parade

Anti—Gay Crimes
Underreported
By Linda A Johnson
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — _
Gay activists say fears of another
beating or of being unwillingly ex—
posed as homosexuals have kept
many victims from reporting anti—
Gay attacks.
"If you can‘t get anybody to re—
port the crimes, then you get statis—
tics showing they don‘t happen,"
said Michael Current.
~ He helped lobby the Iowa Leg—
islature until in 1990 it passed a hate
crimes bill that includes protections
for homosexuals. Only 16 other
states have similar laws.
But Current, director of Iowa
Dignity and Equality Advocates,
concedes the bill so far has had
mostly a symbolic effect. Mean—
while, accounts of anti—homosexual
violence have increased since the
Gay and Lesbian Resource Center
in Des Moines last summer urged
people to report anti—Gay crimes to
the center.
The group has no firm statistics,
but the National Gay And Lesbian
Task Force in Washington, D.C. for
seven years has collected reports
from sixcities that have full—time .
Gay victims‘ assistance agencies.
Task force spokesman Robert
Bray said reports of anti—Gay vio—
lence and harassment in Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Minneapo—
lis—St. Paul, New York City and San
Francisco jumped 42% from 1989
to 1990. Reports of physical as—
4—The Triangle Journal— February 1992

Visitation Rights

committee.
by Joe Kafka
His action gave the Irish Lesbian
Associated Press Writer
and Gay Organization and others hope
that the group would be admitted.
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) —A divorced
But on Jan 21, the national, state Lesbian should not be allowed to have
and Manhattan AOH boards and the her sons for overnight visits, the South
St. Patrick‘s Day Parade Committee Dakota Supreme Court has ruled.
issued a statement saying the Gay
The decision overturns Circuit
group would be banned because of — Judge Jay Tapken of Yankton, who
members‘ "outrageous behavior" dur— awarded custody of two young chil—
ing last year‘s parade, especially in dren to Michael Chicoine when he
front of the Roman Catholic cathedral divorced Lisa Chicoine in 1989.
and the reviewing stand.
The mother was allowed to have
A member of the parade organiz— the boys, now ages 4 and 5, every
ing group who spoke on condition of other weekend, three weeks in the
anonymity said some Gay marchers summer and on certain holidays. But
kissed and made obscene gestures, Tapken said no unrelated females or
and others wore T—shirts and buttons homosexual males could be in her
with Gay slogans.
home when the children were there.
Paul O‘Dwyer, spokesman for the
Chicoine divorced his wife after
Gay group, called the accusations she had several non—discreet Lesbian
"lies and propaganda."
affairs. He then went to the Supreme
"The ‘unseemly behavior was on Court to change the visitation require—
the part of the spectators and certain ments, arguing that "the children‘s
members of the AOH," he said. development will be harmed by the
"TLGO was subjected to verbal abuse, continued exposure to Lisa‘s homo—
had missiles thrown at us and we were sexual lifestyle."
physically threatened."
Court records show the mother
He said the group is committed to also has had numerous psychological
marching under its own banner.
problems, including an eating disor—

_

saults, or Gay bashings, at least
doubled in each of those cities and
more than tripled in the Twin Cit—
ies over that year. _
In 1991, four homosexuals were
killed in anti—Gay attacks in Min—
neapolis—St. Paul alone, said Ann
DeGroot, executive director of the
Gay and Lesbian Action Council
there.
A 1984 study by the task force
"showed that one out of every four
Gay men and one out of every 10
Lesbian women reported being
beaten, kicked or punched because
of their sexual orientation" at some
time, Bray said.
At the New York City Gay and
Lesbian Anti—Violence Project, ex—
ecutive director Matt Foreman said
reports of anti—Gay and anti—Les—
bian violence there have jumped
from 289 in 1988 to 554 for the first
11 months of 1991.
"What our figures show vastly
under—represent" the number of in—
cidents, Foreman said.
He noted several studies by the
U.S. Department of Justice have es—
timated that less than 25% of anti—
Gay crimes are reported to any
agency, and the percentage reported
to police is even smaller. Foreman
said his group received about five
times as many reports of such
crimes in 1990 as did the New York
City Police Department.
"Official statistics don‘t even be—
gin to scratch the surface," Foreman
said. "Victims are terrified to report
it, and if they do report, the police
don‘t recognize it" as a sexual bias
crime, rather than an ordinary assault.

Experience the Adventure on
an RSVP Gay Cruise... —

Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
call Sherman C. Perkins 901—525—5302

K. A. Moss, M.S.

"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian

der, depression, suicidal threats and
sexual abuse as a child.
"Although the trial court tried to
protect the children through the visi—
tation restrictions, we are troubled by
the order‘s incomplete response to the
uncontroverted evidence concerning
_ the harm threatened to the children by
its granting extensive, unsupervised
overnight visitation," the Supreme
Court said.
The interests of the children are
paramount in divorce cases, the high
court said.
"The trial court has a duty to en—.
sure the children are protected at ev—
ery turn."
While the mother and her psy—
chologist say they believe she is now
fully able to provide a suitable atmo—
sphere for the children, the Supreme
Court was unconvinced. The court
majority said the circuit court should
not grant such liberal visitation rights
until it is certain the children will be
placed in a proper environment, sug—
gesting a home study.
The lower court also must provide
adequate measures to assure compli—
ance with any restrictions "should it
persist in granting overnight visita—
tion," the Supreme Court said.

Life Issues"

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586
Slidina Scale Fee

._ OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 365—0260
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

Churches Clash
Over Lesbian
Pastor
By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press Writer

opposing the selection of the Rev.

takes effect April 1. The Synod is ex—

Jane Spahr as co—pastor of the Down—

pected to

town United Presbyterian Church.

April or May.

They have filed a complaint with the
denomination‘s Northeast Synod,

ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —The
appointment of an openly Gay min—
ister to a Presbyterian church in Roch—
ester has caused a split in area
congregations.
Nine Presbyterian churches are

saying

Spahr‘s

selection

violates

church regulations.

—

take up the challenge in

The six—county Presbytery of the
Genesee Valley on Jan. 6 defeated by
105—66 a motion

to deny Spahr the

job.

Spahr runs a special ministry in

"If it is all right to be a homosexual

San Francisco serving homosexuals

minister, then is it all right if this one

and people with AIDS. She was hired

loves children, or another one likes

in November, and her appointment

continued on page 6

92 N. Avalon

2721525

Memphis‘ Premier Showbar

The Best in Female Impersonation
Tuesday through Sunday * Beer Bust Nightly

_|

Stewart Enterprises

presents

The First Annual

Pageant ofPageants

"An

Evening to Remember"

Wednesday, February 26 — 10:30pm
Emcee andHostess — Summer Holiday
SpecialSurprise Guest
Forinformation,
callSummerHoliday —278—8453after 600p.m. or
TommyStewart—272—7827afternoononly.
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Member
National Coming Out Day Becomes

ts
Organization of Forgotten Scou

Sante Fe, NM—National Coming —
Out Day (NCOD) has become a
"Member Organization" of Forgotten
Scouts, the visibility organization of
Gay and bisexual men formed to chal—
lenge the biases of Boy Scouts of
?
America (BSA).
"We are proud to have the endorse
ment of National Coming Out Day
~ and are making plans for NCOD Year
Five, October 11, 1992," said Ken
McPherson, co—founder of Forgotten
Scouts.
According to Forgotten Scouts co—
founder Allan Shore, also a Human
Relations commissioner for Contra
Costa County, CA, "I realized the
linkage of Forgotten Scouts with
NCOD would be a vital one when a
BSA official told me that ‘the issue
: of Gay inclusion in scouting should
be a non—issue because there are no
Gay scouts and there never were.""
NCOD founder, and former Cub

Scout in Los Angeles in the mid they were in
3) The approximate dates they par—
1950‘s, Dr. Rob Eichberg states "My
own experience as a Scout, and shar— ticipated
4) And what they got out of Scout—
ing with my father as Scout Master,
was invaluable in my growth. Many ing that has contributed to their adult
young people do not yet know they life
This is an opportunity for former
are Gay when participating in Scout—
ing. If honesty and integrity are be— Scouts to acknowledge what they
ing taught it is essential that boys be learned from Scouting and make a
validated in telling the truth and that dent in anti—Gay bias practiced by Boy
they are supported to develop self— Scouts of America.
The aim of Forgotten Scouts is to
esteem, whether they are heterosexual
prove that Gay people have always
or homosexual."
To assist Forgotten Scouts in cre— been an important part of the BSA‘s
ating a chronicle of participation and success and that many Gay people are
to help BSA accomplish its mission excellent role models for both chil—
;
without prejudice against particular dren and adults.
For more information, or to serid
classes of people, NCOD calls for all
former Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, Sea your documentation to Forgotten
Scouts, or Explorers to write Forgot— Scouts, call or write: NCOD, PO Box
8349, Santa Fe, NM 87504—8349,
ten Scouts or the NCOD office de—
(505) 982—2558or Forgotten Scouts, —
tailing:
1072 Folsom Street #383, San Fran—
1) Name and address
2) What city and Scout program cisco, CA 94103, (415) 905—6120.

Dismissal
Harvard Law Students Appeal
Of Discrimination Suit
BOSTON (AP) — A group of
Harvard University law students has
filed a second appeal to try to rein—
state a lawsuit claiming faculty hir—
ing discrimination.
The Harvard Law School Coali—
tion for Civil Rights asked the Mas—
sachusetts Court of Appeals Dec. 23
to overturn a lower judge‘s dismissal
of the lawsuit.
Earlier this month, the coalition
asked Massachusetts‘ highest court,
the Supreme Judicial Court, to hear
their appeal directly, bypassing the

appeals court stage. The high court
hasn‘t said yet whether it will take the
case.
The suit claims the law school
failed to hire minorities, women and
homosexuals to tenured faculty posi—
tions. The resulting lack of diversity,
the students charged, harmed their
education.
Superior Court Judge Patrick
Brady in February upheld the
university‘ s argument that under state
law, only employees, rejected em—
ployees or would—be employees can

sue for employment discrimination.
The law school has six minority
members and five women among its
64 full and assistant professors. Of the
two new faculty members this year, «\
one is a tenure—track Black male.
Law school officials had no imme— —
diate comment on the appeal.
Earlier this month, Dean Robert
Clark said the school was "commit—
ted to diversity in its faculty appoint—
ments. We are confident of making
further progress on this issue."

s Gay Pride
Billboard Campaign Proclaim
this as purely educational, for people
Some, however, complained that
BALTIMORE (AP) — Lesbians
who maybe don‘t have a clear con—
portray
and Gay men are hoping a new bill— the six smiling faces do not
cept about the Gay and Lesbian com—
feel.
people
Gay
many
that
anger
board campaign will ease fears some the
"I don‘t find myself in that image," munity."
people harbor about them.
Whatever the reaction, Kessler
The billboards show six Gay men said Mark Shaw, media coordinator
said the two groups plan other cam—
deals
which
e,
Baltimor
UP
ACT
for
and women along with the message
that‘s paigns.
*>
"You Already Know Us!" They are with AIDS issues. "The image
<
is not our final statement,"
safe,
appear
us
makes
created
being installed throughout central been
Maryland to increase awareness of non—threatening, passive... palatable
to the heterosexual community."
homosexuality.
"But a large part of being a Gay
in
are
we
"People need to know,
your church, on your baseball teams. man today is about being angry: an—
on
We are your employees and your gry at government‘s inaction
bosses. We‘re your friends," said AIDS; angry that my brothers and sis—
ters are being killed every day in the
Joaquin Alvarez, 31, of Baltimore.
Alvarez is featured on the billboard street and no one particularly cares..."
The billboards list the telephone
along with a young child who is be—
number of the Gay and Lesbian Com—
ing held by one of the men.
The first six went up last week in munity Center. Calls have tripled
Jen—
the Baltimore area and 14 more are since the campaign began, said
phone
tes
coordina
who
Landon,
nifer
to follow within a month. The cam—
paign is sponsored by the Gay and volunteers.
She said she is not surprised that
Lesbian Community Center of Balti—
more and the Baltimore Justice Cam— many of the calls have been negative,
but feels the campaign‘s educational
paign.
"Hopefully this will open eyes that valueis positive.
"Thave no misconceptions that this
we‘re not this strange society, that
convert the totally intolerant,"
will
. we‘re everywhere," said Leo
Mitchem, 26, who is holding the child said Barry Kessler, of the Baltimore
Justice Campaign, a group that lob—
— in the billboard image.
bies for Gay rights.
"That is not in the cards. We see
ruary 1992. —
6The TridngleSoimdl: Feb

fror IaAir As Zou DARE
DasBLES MarR Co..
10 N. COOPER
725—0521

OPEN LAFE

MASSAGE
— DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH
— GENTLE, RELAXING,
TOTAL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Body and Mind.
45241875 Tom Pitman =
By
Massage Therapist
Appointment

111 North Claybrook « 726—4767

DISCO SUNDAY & MONDAY
with D.J. Carlos
Show at 11:00 PM each night
Pastdr“
Sunday 8—12 — Draft 25¢
+3
continuedfrompage 4
whipsandchains?" saidKateEchanz, ©!~ "‘‘Monday 10 pm — 2 am — Pitcher $2.00
from theFirstPresbyterian
adelegate
Church of Albion. "I‘m not anti— * " Phono
NO COVER
people. Butinchurchwe‘resupposed
to setan example."
co=—pastors of the Rochester Christ ofﬁciﬁlly allows ordination of
The 49—year—old Spahr was or— three
church,
said sexuality wasn‘t an is— :
TheUnitarianUniver—
dainedin 1974 andserved asapastor sueinSpahr‘sselection."Shewasthe
salist Association also allows ordina—
in several Pennsylvania and Califor— most qualified candidate," Mitchell tion
. ad
mors
ofhomosexuals.
nia churches before she acknowl— said.
edged in 1978 thatshe is a Lesbian. Spahr said Jan. 8 she wasn‘t sur—
MargeCarpenter,aspokeswoman
by the opposition to her ap—
for thePresbyterian Church (U.S.A.) prised
inLouisville, Ky., said the 3 million— pointment.
"I hopethatwe willbeableto talk
member denomination prohibits or— togetherandtoworktogetherandget
dination of homosexuals, but hasn‘t onwith thebusinessofthe ministry,"
clearlydefineditspolicyonthosewho she said.
acknowledgetheirhomosexualityaf— OfthemajorChristian denomina—— =~
terbeing ordained.
The Rev. Rose Mitchell, one of, tions, only the United Church of

VTsarus‘ Anhﬁol "Man of the
Year" Charity Benefit Dinner
as ATEAC, MED Adult Center,
Blood Bank, Gay Switchboard, or
— ofbeenmen,women,andorganizations.
theDon‘tletthetitlefoolyou—some
past honored recipients have — PLWA‘s—this
choice is the
recipient‘s—and it is donated in their
The
choices
have
really
been
hard
over—the
yearsbutbecause
several
arebe name.Some of the previous recipients
nominated
only
one
may
Gaze (John Stilwell and Allen
awarded
the plaquethenominees
and. be honored
Cook), Aphrodite, Tommy Stewart,
atdeserving.
the dinner—all
are are:
Betty Griffin, Heart Strings; Vincent
The
idea
of
a
benefit
dinner
to
Astor, and the Wagettes (Granny, Jim,
Jerry, Mattie—all of them). Just re—
honor
an
individual
or
organization
fortheirservices
totheGay/Lesbian
member thatif there is a particular in—
Memphis
communitywas
startedby
dividual or group you feel deserves
Tsarusin
1985.Tsaruswantedtohold
to be honored and has not—give us
acharitybenefitthatwasdifferentand
time—or better yet—let us know
wouldusaddtobringattention
to the community—and
what you think. Maybe we should
allow
tothefact
accept nominations from the Gay/
that weare acommunity. The mem— Lesbian
community so that they are
truly honored by all of us.
bersacceptnominationsfortheaward
inJanuaryand
voteinFebruary. Our Year"TheAward
1992 Tsarus "Man of the
winnerisselectedbyasimplemajor—
Dinner will be held on
18 at WKRB at 7pm. Tickets are
ity The
vote.dinner is a semx-formal sit— Feb.
available from all Tsarus members or
down meal with soup, salad, main check with our home bar—the Pipe—
course, and dessert. It gives us a
chance to break bread and nourish one
another. The meals are always very
good and the members of Tsarus are
always glad to serve our guests.
The dinner began at the French
Connection and was moved to
WKRB in 1988. The meals are pre—
pared and served by Tsarus and all
proceeds from ticket sales are donated
to a local Gay—oriented charity such

.

line. Tickets are$5 and are a donation
to charity—Tsarus retains none ofthe —
money.
If you‘re not familiar with any of
the Tsarus members—just walk up
and introduce yourself—you may be
pleasantly surprised by what you dis—
cover. Come on—buy a ticket and
support your community—the fun is
just icing on the cake.
—Submitted by TSARUS

at
WKRB
February 18, 1992
7:00 pm

YOU CAN ACQUIRE TICKETS
FROM ANY TSARUS MEMBER OR
AT OUR HOME BAR — THE PIPELINE

PLWA‘s Benefit from
Grants to ATEAC

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares Meet the Diamond
_
ment Agency (FEMA) has granted
$7500 to ATEAC for the provision State Rodeo Assoc. of Little Rock
ofemergency housing, food, and utili—
ties for PLWAs. According to
by Ron Thomas
ally enjoyed their performance. Sid songs and the crowd responded with
sources, the grant was unanimously
came back and his music once again warmth and enthusiasm.
Well, my hat‘s off (cowboy hat that brought everyone to their feet for two
approved in its entirety although it is
The Cotton Pickin‘ Squares would
rare that such first—time grants are is) to the Diamond State Rodeo As— steppin‘, line dancin‘, and a lot ofother like to thank the Diamond State Ro—
fully funded.
sociation of Little Rock. As a mem— Stuff for which I don‘t know the name, deo Association for including our —
"We‘re pleased that these two ber of the Cotton Pickin‘ Squares of but did anyway (not a new concept group in their dance this year. We had
grants were approved because it Memphis square dance club, I was for me). About 10:30 another break a wonderful time that we won‘t soon
showsthat we‘re doing a good job. recently invited with the club to per— for Sid and the Cotton Pickin‘ Squares forget. If you‘ve never attended this
Government agencies are recognizing form at the DSRA New Year‘s Eve were on! Out we marched in jeans, function before, I strongly suggest that
both the need of having these funds dancejust a few weeks ago. Trustme, cowboyboots, white western shirts you make plans to go next year. I
available and the ability of ATEAC you should be sorry you missed that with black fringe and sequins (youjust know that we will.
to administer these funds," Bray said. event. The DSRA dance was great had to be there)! We danced to two
These two grants mark the first and, if I do say so myself (and I do),
government monies made available to the Cotton Pickin‘ Squares did one ter—
the agency for direct services. rific job of dancing.
Dagastino Resigns
ATEAC has received year grants
Picture it... A beautiful mght at the
from the Tennessee Dept. of Health —<AUnitarian Church in west Little Rock.
Angie Dagastino, Executive Director of ATEAC, has resigned her
to provide educationalservices for
Our heroes (the Cotton Pickin‘
position effective Jan. 15 citing personal reasons and "burnout." Ms.
about 5 years. Their current grant for .;; Squares) arrive nervous, but ready to
Dagastino pledged to work with ATEAC as a volunteer to make sure
educational services is about $50,000. « dance. Thechurch is beautifully deco—
wounmmnen cs
that all administrative functions are covered.
—
rated. Christmas lights are every—
A former board member, Ms. Dagastino assumed the executive di—
where. A long table is filled with
rectorship in 1990 and was considered the major force which changed
delicious food. One side of the room
~ Hera
the agency from a grassroots effort among people who cared to a full—
is a dance floor and the other side is
appearmgm me)January/Febmaryissue of Hera Sees, the
fledged educational and service agency. During her tenure the agency‘s
set with tables and chairs where guests
local feminist—perspective newspaper, apparently upset some patrons of
budget increased from about $60,000 to well over $100,000 a year.
can eat and drink between dancing.
the public library.
‘"Her organizational skills are incredible," said Allen Cook, ATEAC
The center for each table is a little
The condoms were inserted as part of a special feature on women and
board member. "Without her leadership and expertise, we wouldn‘t have
cowboy bootfilled with flowers and
AIDS and were provided by the Aid to End AIDS Committee (ATEAC).
gotten the recent government grants, been accepted into the Consoli—
party horns. You could just die! Sid
The controversy arose when a library patron picked up the paper and
dated Federal Campaign (a fund—raising campaign similar to United Way
Spencer is belting out country and
discovered the condom. He was concerned that the condoms were send—
among governmental employees), or evolved as well as we have."
western tunes. Early in the evening,
ing the wrong message and were too available to children.
Ms. Dagastino will be pursuing her master‘s degree in social work at
during one of Sid‘s breaks, the Little
Publishers Dottie Jones and Vickie Grimes contend that their free
Memphis State.
Rock Men‘s Chorus presented a
newspaper is geared to an adult audience. and thatthe insertion of the
lovely arrangement of holiday songs.
condoms was done as a service to help educate women about AIDS. ..
_,. The chorus did a fine job and we re—
\_. T—The Triangle Journal, February 1992

Twonew government grants to the
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC) will benefit People Living
With AIDS (PLWAs) living in the
Memphis area.
The agency has received a match—
ing grant of $5,000 from the City of
Memphis to fund a part—time case
manager position for the agency.
ATEAC will match the grant with
money from its general fund.
"The acquisition of a professional
case manager will enable the agency
to deliver its services in a more con—
sistent manner," said ATEAC presi—
dent Rick Bray. The case manager
will follow all clients coming to
— ATEAC for assistance and develop
plans for their assistance using
ATEAC funds and referrals to other
social service agencies as necessary.
The position is funded for 20 hours a
week for one year.
The Federal Emergency Manage—

SeesCondoms Cause Controversy
Condoms
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present

Munchies maybe.
There will not be enough room to
seat at tables.
A king and queen (don‘t quiz us
about which will be which or who will
be what) will be honored at the ball for
exemplary, lifelong comimunity service.
Yes, you know them both well. Yes, it‘s

ADULTS OVER 18 ONLY
BILLED TO YOUR VISA / MC

Grand Events of Death
We have been promising y‘all for
months that Memphis would be the
scene of one more grand Mardi Gras
Ball. Many details are in the ad on the
back page as well as basic ticket infor—
mation but we will endeavour to answer
all of your other questions here.
It is a dress up affair. Black tie, club
dress uniform, or Mardi Gras Costume.
Costumes will be judged and prizes
awarded. We will embarrass you and
charge you extra if you don‘t appear a secret. No, we won‘t
—
dressed up in some fashion. Of course,
Tickets for An Event in Three Acts
you may come in drag but we would will be available at the ball.
prefer that you shave first.
Yes, we will have the mostgorgeous
Any reigning royalty, pageant win— dress there.
ners or titleholders will be acknowl—
Living Legends in the Vicinity
edged at special times during the ball.
We will devote an entire Memoir
Call the Community Center for details. column soon to a very dear and inter—
You may wear crowns and sashes.
esting person we met recently. Harvey
It is a benefit for the Community Lee began his career in female imper—
Center.
sonation in the early 1930‘s. His career
Practice your waltz. For your edu— spanned over 30 years and he per—
cation and convenience, Southem Coun— formed, dancing and singing live, in
try Memphis will include waltzing in many of the most famous clubs in
its regularly scheduled lessons at Chaps America and Europe. He is originally
and WKRB the week before the ball.
from Little Rock, Arkansas, and has re—
Cash bar yes, dinner no.
_
tired there.

Wealmost forgot we were a famous
dirtdauber, we have had sucha nice lazy
few weeks. We spent New Year‘s Eve
and New Year‘s Day at home. We went .
to several movies, danced a few eve—
nings and were generally
slothful. But
despair not!

The Spring Season

mum® ‘Un 494 00 6 §

$ 3.00 Per Min.

BILLED TO YOUR VISA/MC

ADULTS OVER 18 ONLY

1—800—553—7132
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afternoon with
We spent
Pipeline: Tsarus Club Night, Feb.
Mr.Southern Leather, Walt Peters,
Harvey earlier this month and came called us the otherday. We haven‘t seen 8, 11 PM; Alliance ClubNight, Feb. 15,
away with some unbelievably beautiful much of him, ‘tis true, but he says he 11 PM, Riverboat GamblersClubNight,
pictures of him in costume and several has been representing us in far flung ar— : Feb. 29 (after theReunion Ball), 11 PM.
audio tapes chronicling an exciting ca— — eas ofthe country. He promised to be at Ball Costume Judging. Mardi Gras will
reer. Some of the photos of his contem— the Reunion Ball and we will probably be celebrated that entire weekend.
poraries were amazingly real. The catch up then on his doin‘s.
G. Bellington Rumples: Miss
presence of so much real beauty, talent,
Mr. Leather Tennessee Emeritus, Sweetheart Pageant, Feb 13; Turnabout
and glamour in such an unfriendly era Vance Reger, has been up to the same Night Benefit for ATEAC, Feb. 20, 8
amazed moi. It makes one humble when thing, but later this spring he will be PM.
one looks over a few snapshots ofone‘s bringing tales back from beyond the sea
Chaps: Southern Country Hoe—
self. The real talents are few and far be— and how men play with men there (no, down, Feb 8, 9 PM; Wings Club Night,
tween.
we knew about Key West, ninny). He Feb 22, 10 PM.
Dustbuster Fantasia
And, of course, the MGLCC Re—
was good enough to take pity on us at
Sharon Wray, who is a realtor by Christmas and carry us from Atlanta to union Ball on Feb. 29, 8:30 PM at the
the light of day, informed us that she Vero Beach, Fla. We were forced to Flower Market.
was Sales Associate of 1991 at U.S. spend Christmas night at the Atlanta
Later this spring:
Realty Group, Inc. She is proud of it, Eagle and the following day (and
Tsarus S/M Auction, Mar. 14, Pipe—
we are proud of her, and if you wonder evening) at the Parliament House in line; Going Home Club Night, Mar. 7,
why your award was never mentioned, Orlando. Would you believe they kept Barbara‘s; 15th annual Aida Run and
well, we guess it‘s because you never us up until 6 AM? More when we have anniversary celebration, Apr. 24—26.
told us.
Southern Country Memphis Re—
time.
Tsarus‘ Man of the Year has rolled
gional Hoe Down, Mar. 20—22, Chaps.
around again. It promises a good meal,
An Event in Three Acts:
The Runaround
a high honor for one, and apleasant sur—
Would you believe that we have Heartstrings Performance Apr. 2,
prise for everyone. See the ad.
‘prior knowledge of many, many com— planned at the Orpheum; Regional Dis—
— Congratulations to Miss Laportia, munity events all the way through June? ‘play Names Project Quilt, Apr. 3—6,
Miss Christmas Tree; and Mr. and Ms. Read on, MacDuff!
Rhodes College Gym.
Bluff City, Mr. Derek and Tina
Mr. Leather Tennessee Weekend,
February
Templeton.
WKRB: Women of Leather Club Apr. 10—12, Pipeline and other locations.
If you attend the Turnabout Night Night, Feb. 7, 9 PM; Dee Dee
Alliance Summit Run, May 15—17.
festivities you are sure to see some Whitaker‘s "Talk About Love" show
MGLCC Gay Pride Annual River
strange goings—on. Since this newspa— with surprises, Feb. 14; the 1992 Billie Ride, June 13.
per has become vested in this event, you Jo Casino Awards, Feb 16; Tsarus Man
We are already dizzy from all ofthis.
may see some very unlikely personages or the Year banquet, Feb. 8, 7 PM.
onstage at Rumples. No, Blanche, you
Final Round
Apartment Club: MissCover Girl,
are gonna have to be there to find out. Feb. 2; Miss Memphis atLarge, Feb. 3;
See you at the ball.
What? No, ifit were moi, it wouldn‘t be Miss Apartment Club, Feb. 16.
unlikely at all.
Reflections: 1st annual Queen of
Ta, ta.
Unsettling but not unlikely.
Memphis Pageant, Feb. 26, 10:30 PM.
Lady A.

Out
Comic Book Superheroes Come
AIDS last year."
— Northstar responds: "Do not pre—
sume to lecture me on the hardships
NEW YORK (AP) — At first homosexuals must bear. No one
glance, it‘s a typical comic book ac— knows them better than I. For while
tion sequence: The characters I am not inclined to discuss my
wham each other through plate sexuality with people for whom it
glass windows while the page is none of their business — I am
Gay!"
screams BLAM and SMASH.
Northstar isn‘t the first main—
But the fight ends on an unusual
note, after the superhero Northstar stream comic book superhero to be
identified as Gay. Last spring, the
tells his assailant: "I am Gay."
———
Northstar‘s admission is de— Pied Piper, a character in DC Com—
picted in the latest issue of Marvel ics‘ Flash series, announced that he
_ Comics‘ Alpha Flight series, which _. was homosexual. Future issues will
have the Pied Piper bring a male
~ hit comic book stores this week.
The plot line is oh—so—politically date to a wedding, and discuss the
correct. Northstar adopts an or— importance of protecting yourself
phaned baby who tests HIV posi— . from exposure to AIDS, according
tive. There is an outpouring of to DC Comics‘ spokeswoman
sympathy for her, when suddenly Martha Thomases.
"Out of 50 or 60 letters we got
someone bursts into the baby‘s hos—
pital room and threatens to kill her. after the Pied Piper said he was Gay,
"What could that innocent child only three were negative,"
have done to you?" Northstar de— Thomases said.
~ The typical DC Comics reader,
mands as he flings the man away
she added, is a young man 18 to 25
from the baby.
"My son Michael was a victim years old. "Kids reading this should
of AIDS as well," the stranger says feel comfortable, whoever they
as they tussle. "But he was Gay, so are," she said.
Steve Smith reviewed the
people didn‘ afford him the luxury
of being innocent. There were no Northstar episode for the Comics
press conferences, no fund—raisers, Magazine Association of America,
no nightly news updates. He was which gives the strips a seal of ap—
just one of thousands who died of proval if they meet the Comics
By Beth J. Harpez
Associated Press Writer

Code. Smith‘s job is to weed out
stories that have too much violence,
or a costume on a character that is
too revealing. Northstar, he noted,
had no trouble meeting the ethics
code.
"I applaud them for doing it," he
added.
"It‘s really not a departure for
us," insisted Pam Rutt, a spokes—
woman for Marvel. "We feel the
popularity of all our stories depends
on their currency. We pluck things
from the headlines and issues we
feel are of current interest all the
time."
She noted that Northstar‘s com—
ing out of the closet will not sur—
prise ardent fans. Although he is
known in the comic as "Montreal‘s
most eligible bachelor," he indi—
cated in a previous episode that he
wasn‘t really interested in women.
Comic book stores and Gay or—
ganizations were both pleased by
Northstar‘s decision to announce
his sexual preference.
"I think it will go over well,
probably boost sales, just because
of the notoriety," said Joe Lihach,
owner of Village Comics in
Manhattan‘s Greenwich Village.
"The regular fans are going to buy
it anyway, but I think extra people
are going to come in for this."

ington

"This certainly sounds like a step
in the right direction," said David
Eng, a spokesman for the Gay
Men‘s Health Crisis. "God knows,
young people need to know there

Group Helps Gay Teens
Accept Themselves
HOUSTON (AP) — The co—
founder of an emotional support
group for young Gays says the vast
majority of youths attending meetings
have not yet revealed their homosexu—
ality to their families.
About 30 youths ranging from 15
to 21 years of age attend meetings by
the Houston Area Teen Coalition of
Homosexuals, which gathers every
Friday and Sunday night at a local
church.
HATCH co—founder Jay Asher
said about one—third of the members
are female and about 80% have not
told their families they are Gay. He
said HATCH was resurrected six
months ago from the ashes of a simi—
lar group.
:
Asher said Gay youths often suf—
fer depression and lack the peer sup—
port that heterosexuals take for
granted.
"You have all these (Gay) teen—
agers dealing with their budding sexu—
ality and an inability to communicate

with their mother or father. They have
to deal with all this by themselves,"
Asher said.
*
One 15—year—old sophomore said
she doesn‘t dare talk to her mother
about her homosexuality.
"Once, I asked (my mother) ‘what
if your sister is Gay, what if your
mother is Gay?‘ and she said ‘I‘d dis—
own them. I‘d disown any member
ofmy family — even my own daugh—
ter," the girl told the Houston
Chronicle.
HATCH members discuss their
fears and frustrations and often hear
from Gay professionals. They also
have been designing T—shirts, writing
a newsletter and preparing for
Houston‘s Gay Pride Day Parade,
celebrated each June. _
Because of concerns that anti—ho—
mosexual youths could infiltrate the
group, potential members must sub—
mit to an informal screening process,
Asher said.

Run

\

!

are Gay people out there that are
positive role models. I think some—
thing like this is reflective of that,
and I hope it continues on a posi—
tive route."

RQ
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Melina, Sookie Simone & You!

Hundreds in cash prizes!!!
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fLeather Competitions and Politics
Iwell,ifthereareanyofyouinterested
also recommend obtaining this as
by VanceReger
leatherfolk
everywhere,
and
yes,
I
TJNLeatherColumnist
© drove
closemileto
to threeandthousand
miles in contemporary Gay perspectives.
andevery
fro
was
worth
My reasons for arethese:
believing this is im—
Ihopeallyourholidayswerefull, the effort. Now it‘s backtotunafish portantreading
andthatyouallsurvivedwithamini—
and
exercise
because
It‘s
Contest
JohnMr.Preston
(author ofmany
the infa—
mumMineofrecovery
time.
Season
Boysand
Girls!!!
mous
Benson—to
the
certainly
were
busy,
and
I
First
one
of
this
year
is
the
Mid—
epitome
ofa
description
ofthe
ideal
had
a
chance
to
visit
—with
many
Atlantic
Leather
contestweekend
in
daddy/master—boy/slave
relation—
friends
and
members
oftomyrelaxleather
DC.
I willreportonthatnextmonth.
ship)relatesanencounterwithatypi—
family.
I
also
had
time
and
Upcoming
events
are
Mr.
Midwest
leather contest, and, in my
think about things, and even to do a Leather,
Jan. 25, in Chicago (IML), cal(?)
opinionhitstheproverbialnailonthe
bitofwriting.
andMs.MissouriLeatherinSt.Louis
head
withAnhisexcerpt:
perception of thepro—
I went first to St.BoyAmy,andson
Louis, where I onFeb. 22.
ceedings.
visitedwithmy#1
Nothing
definite
yet
on
Mr.
:
"I listened
tothethe‘Leather
speakers...brother—
They
Bryan
Smith,the Mr.
LeatherDrummer
Missouri Leather Tennessee, but Iwill report talked
about
1991
(and
currentMr.
bulletinsastheybreak.
A
hood.‘ They talked
about teaching
1992 official
slave girl...),Drummer,
and the Ihavenotmuchtoreportconcem— peopleaboutthe
‘goodaspectsofthe
current
Mr.
International
ingtheGaymarchonWashingtonin
lifestyle.‘fromTheythe wanted
Woody Bebout. They all send their thegeneralmeeting
‘93, other than I wasfortheregionin
notincluded in leather
acknowledgement
general
regards,andI"lltrytogetthemdown
society
that
they
were
constructive
. part
here offor this
a function
or
two.
The
fun
Atlantaforsomereason,andthatthere
visit was my playing is a general national meeting going memberswhoweresimplyfindingan
tolove.‘ '
. membersofthediverseSt.LouisGay
"Sissy"BingoatAngleswithseveral
onwhichJan.I 18—19
in Lossome
Angeles
about ‘alternativeway
And I thought: Give me a break!
will
obtain
important
I was struck by that response,
community.
information.Besuretostaytunedmy
hardly one that could be expected of
My
vacation
was
spentinFlorida
friends,
as
this
is
sure
tobe
an
inter—
an old political war—horse like myself.
andI
even survivedVictoriaAstor,
transporting ourto estingfew
monthspriortothemarch
After all, I give those same political
locallegend,Lady
itself,
what
with
a
national
election
speeches all the time. What I realized
herparents‘localeinVenoBeach.We
rightbeforeithappens.
I resented was the intrusion of those
visited
the
notorious
Parliament
There
is
anotherbook
ofvital
in—
politics into what I considered a
HouseinOrlandoontheway,andI‘m
teresttothoseofusoftheleatherper—
sexual space, a private space, even a
sure
there‘s
some
reference
to
this
suasion,
and
I
recommend
that
we
ritualized holy space.
encounter
elsewhere
in
this
issue.
I
read
it
for
every
reason.
It
is
titled
...I stood there in my ‘street
don‘tknowwhatshewasdoing,butI Leatherfolk, published by Alyson clothes‘—loafers,
shirt,
canassureyou,wewereingoodspir—
Publications,
and is an anthology of slacks—and while I wasdressfantasizing
itsmostoftheway
down.
variousperspectivesofcontemporary
about reddening one of the naked
The rest of the trip was Ft. Lau— men and women of leather. An ex— butts,
the objects of my lust were
derdale,KeyWestthenbackthrough
cerptappearedrecentlyin
the
winter
OrlandoandAtlanta.Yes, therewere 1992issueofOut/Lookmagazine,and worrying about the leather

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
12 Issues for $15
x %
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you —
don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
;
CITY
STATE ZIP
PHONE
Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN38111—0485

community ‘s public image."
OK, time was when we had
beauty/ SM contests and the world
didn‘t need a boy with a brain. (This
is me again.) Now we do, thanks to a
plague and religious Facists, who
would take all our rights away. (Oh,
oh, soapbox time. So what, it‘s my
space.)
This is a problem these days. Why
have yet another contest with osten—
sibly sexual overtones? Why not just
create Gay political parties and let the
contests go back to beauty pageants?
Because, good people, politicians
want to make morality legislative, and
blondes are discovering their brains
will function. Really. Outside Mem—
phis, there are title—holders who are
tired of things being OK just the way
they are. People who would create a
change so we can live without fear—
ing constant social evaluation. Imag—
ine that. Gays and Lesbians who go
to the same bar and actually play pool
for fun, and have a drink together, and
discuss the infinite joys of beating
their submissives an infinite variety
of ways. How progressive. How new.
There are some clubs which exist for
notjust personal—social reasons. This
alone is great, but they manage to have
a good time and help create a positive
social change politically and in their
— community because they believe it is
necessary now. Isn‘t that nice?
What the hell has all this got to do
~ with leather? Well, these are the kinds
of things I discuss with the people I
visit on these trips over the months.
There is more to Gay life than a bar, a
cigarette, and a trick. (Really? I‘ll be

[Det

ectOe

How To Plan
Your Future When It
Seems So Uncertain.

IDS
Express

Events unfold. Times change.
But chances are, your financial
oals remain the same. To reach
those goals, your tactics may
need to change with the finan—
cial climate. or 96 years, in
ood times and bad, IDS has
elped investors prosper with
— wise, well—planned strategies.
We‘re ready to help you today.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
CHARLES BUTLER, CFP
767—3661

©1991 IDS Financial Corporation
damned.) _.
Thanks to all for reading, more
later (if I survive the upcoming lynch
parties), and do it in leather:
_
Thought for this month (uh, oh,
look out...)
"What is the value of human life?
—

A political idea, a philosophical idea,
a religious idea all try to pose a solu—
tion. Life either is or it isn‘t. The best
idea is to try to enhance it, to love it,
to save it. To make it better for us all."
(OK, I confess...)
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Specializing in Exotic and Erotic Leather Goods,
‘Toys and Other Goodies
f

HOURS:

R

10 am. to 10 pm. Monday through Saturday
;
1 pm. to 6 pm. Sunday
Steve Ford
1264 Madison
Jerry Moffit
Memphis, ‘IN 38104
Owners
(901) 7228963

Mickey

102

&

N. Claybrook

®

Bill‘s

Cleveland St.

Clubs and Bars
1. The Apartment Club
2. Barbaras
3. Chaps
4. The Hut
5. G. Bellington Rumples

North Cleveland
72 35

INTERSTATEBellevue

uunny

To Downtown Memphis?

72

oes
McNeil
0

EUsinesses and

‘75- é‘WC’g &
OPs
6. Fipeline

Other Points of Interest
A. ATEAC
B. Dabbles

($0 Raf/licélgns

G

C. Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
D. Holy Trinity Church
E. Lambada Center
F. Leatherworks
G. Library

Uppsy‘s
"Elegance For Less"
2613 Broad _
Hours: 10:00 — 4:00 Tuesday—Friday
10:30 — 5:00 Saturday
Also by Appointment
Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade
454—0386

PMMelfiggxn Hair

McLean Blvd.

o
Al
5.

s]
o

J. Star Search Video
K. Video Magic
L. Mr. Lincoln‘s Costumes

E
a.

Q>

2

5

z

9

ol

p

E

: PIPELINE ||
MEMPHIS

Gypsys
1

3s

|

M.

ann

—

O

o

LEVI LEATHER BAR

Cooper St. _

HRS : MON—SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.

PH: (901) 726—5263

East Parkway
Map Not to Scale — All Streets Not Shown

1382 POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

Star Search Video

*.

%% X H % % % X H %

H4

gﬁi‘ka‘ki?****ﬁr~k***ﬁ*ﬁ**ﬁr*ﬁ*3§

Memphis‘ Largest collection of Gay & Lesbian films —
—
Special Interest Section
—
s
Reservation Accepted
1411 Poplar Avenue
272—STAR
g
xu kX v xk uk xk vk vk
x

*
*
*

v
\_ K*

\
fest

atp
Lincoln‘s
® COSTUME
SHOPPE
AP

MEN‘S & WOMEN‘S
— FORMALS
GIFTS, VINTAGE WEAR
RESALE

Memphis
"Gay

Switchboard
728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
._

OoPS

1349 Autumn — 272—1634
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MARDI GRAS MASKS
COSTUMES
MAKE—UP
FORMAL WEAR
MR. LINCOLN‘S COSTUME SHOPPE
2023 MADISON
726—6084

Nightly
Information,
Counseling,
Referral

A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian _
Community Center
Space donated as a public service of the
Triangle Journal News.
X

13

Bring in this ad for a FREE RENTAL from. ..
"The Best Video Store in
U*
by Common Consent
with TWO PAID RENTALS of equal value.

Memphis
The Memphis Gay
and Lesbian
Community Center

VIDEO MAGIC
1529 Union « 726—6344 _

©1665 Madison
GAY&LESDIAN
Com Mu NIT Y C ENT ER

22,000 MOVIES
* The Heumsman
8—8—91

Not good on Super Nintendo or Sega

276—4651

Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.

February 1992
Thursday

Saturday

—" #

1528 madison 2789321

ATEAC
1
+ Worship Services:
Holy Trinity
Community Church,
11am, 6:30pm
* Miss Cover Girl,
Apartment Club

LEGAL Business
Meeting, Main
Library, Mtg Rm A,
7pm
|« Leather/SM _
DiscussionMGLCC,
7:30pm
+ Miss Memphis at
Large, Apartment
Club

|« HIV Testing,
MGLCC, 5—7pm
|« Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm
|— Young & Proud,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
«| WKRB, 8pm

*» Lambda Men‘s
|« ATEAC Open
Board Meeting, Red) Chorus Rehearsal,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
Cross, 1400
Central, 7pm
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Chaps, 8pm

» Brothers & Sisters
« Cotton Pickin
Squares, Prescott |Bowling League,
Memorial Baptist
Park Lanes,
Church, 499
6:45pm
*+ Women of Leather|
Patterson, 7pm
|Club Night, WKRB,
%
§
9pm
—
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Chaps, 8pm

LINCOLN‘S
BIRTHDAY
|« HIV Testing,
MGLCC, 5—7pm
|+ Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Outenconn
+ Young & Proud,
MGLCG, 7:30pm
« Southern Country
Dance Lessons,

8

VALENTINES
|DAY
|« Brothers & Sisters
Bowling League, Park
[Lanes, 6:45pm
|? Souther Country
Dance Lessons,
Chaps, Spm
«Dee Dee‘s Valentine
Show, WKRB
e

* Copy & Ad
Deadline for TJN
|« MGLCC Pot Luck,
MGLCC, 7pm, $3
widish, $5 wo dish
_|. Alliance Club
Night, Pipeline
MIPS
Pes
! IP"

14

15

* Brothers & Sisters
[Bowling League,
Park Lanes,
6:45pm

WASHINGTON‘S
BIRTHDAY
« Wings Club Night,
Chaps, 10pm

10

nggg$ng Holy
Church, Ham, 6:30pm
« BWMT Bowling Day,
Besetors""=
+ Bille JS Casino

$2211]?M? R153
Families & Friends, _ |
Calvary Episcopal, _ .
memphis,

«Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
[t BWMT C/R.

|+ HIV Testing,
|MGLCC, 5—7pm
|« Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church, 499

cavagwtﬁpismpmj
Dinner 6:30pm, $3, Mtg,
Awards, WKRB
Toonsnse| CUD TPM;npoard in service
+ Showing of A Room of (Guest Speaker),

7:30pm —
|» Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Chaps, 8pm

Church, 7:30pm
|« Young & Proud,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
* Southern Country

Patterson, 7pm
« Southern Country |« Rummage Day,
|All Day, MGLCC
|« Turnabout Night [Dance Lessons,
Benefit for ATEAC, Chaps, 8pm
Rumples, 8pm

zmagaggx‘et,
———
18

gpm

+ Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal
MGLCC, 7:30pm
« BWMT Open
Forum, Main
Library, 7:30pm
+ Southern Country

+ HIV Testing, MGLCC,
sway, Hoy
Trinity Community
03m“ giﬁmd
MGLCGE, 7:30pm
« Southern Country

MSEOCAM
MGLCC, 7:30pm

16

171

* Worship Services:
Holy Trinity
Community Church,
11am, 6:30pm.
+ Sweet Honey in
the—Rock Concert,
New Daisy Theatre

238

|? |Seus Man of the Dance Lessons,

Dance Lessons,
Chaps, 8pm

24

ae

25

19

3:3“ Lessons, WERE,
+ Queen of Memphis

13

;

20
|+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church, 499
Patterson, 7pm

26

21

22

« March ‘92 TJN
|Due Out
|« Brothers & Sisters
Bowling League,
Park Lanes,
6:45pm

[SADIE HAWKINS
DAY
|« MGLCC Reunion
Ball, Flower Market,
8:30pm (See Ad
Back Page)

Chaps, 8pm

Gras Club Night,
Pipeline, 11pm

+ Southern Country |+ Riverboat
.J Dance Lessons, Gamblers Mardi

fgsazant Reflections,
Top
27

28

Meeting
Monday,
February 10th,
7 PM
at the
Red Cross

9

gag? Own,

A11"

* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Baptist
Church, 499
patterson, 7pm
_ |, yge Sweetheart
Pageant, Rumples
geaht,
P

|« MGLCC Meeting,
MGLCC, 1pm
* Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown,
Chaps, Ipm
|« Tsarus Club
Night, Pipeline,
|11pm

T7

6

5

4

8

2
+ Worship Services:
Holy Trinity
Community Church,|
11am, 6:30pm
+ BWMT Board
Meeting, 1:30pm

|« Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
+ BWMT C/R,
7:30pm
|« Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Chaps, 8pm

Open Board

29

Building
1400 Central
Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News

AID
TO

_

END
AIDS
COMMITTEE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
458—AIDS
Information,
Referrals,
Client
Services,
Support
Groups, —
Food Pantry
Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News
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The Heidi Chronicles

play leaves us with similar feelings.
Tt is appropriate that Heidi should fall
The Heidi Chronicles, playing at in love with a man she doesn‘t really
Playhouse on the Square through Feb. ‘like, since Heidi doesn‘t really like
23, takes us through twenty-ﬁve of the herself. Scoop is a man who will
most important years in the life oflead never be there for her, forcing her to
character Heidi Holland. From a high take care of herself.,
In 1970, while visiting her best
school dance in 1965, where her.
friend Susan becomes enthralled with friend, Heidi accompanies Susan to
her weekly conscious—
a boy who can "twist and
ness—raising group, and
smoke at the same
the audience is treated to
time," to 1989, when
perhaps the funniest scene
Heidi finally finds
in the play. The "CR"
some sense ofcontent—
group members include a
ment with herself and
housewife and mother who
her life as the adoptive
\!
is learning to take care of herself af—
mother of an infant girl, we
eavesdrop on her life and the lives of ter years of taking care of everyone
her closest friends. We see more than else, and a militantand angry Lesbian,
their lives — we see the societal complete with army fatigues and
changes that have taken us from boots. I was temptedto be angry at
bobby socks to Woodstock, through Wasserstein and Director Jerry
the women‘s movement and the Chipman for this stereotypical por—
sexual revolution to the age of AIDS trayal of Lesbians.
But I realized that in 1970, there
and to the edge of the 1990‘s, a de—
cade still too young to have earned its were very few women willing to stand
up and be counted as Lesbians, and
own label.
Heidi Holland (played by Chris— the ones who were brave enough to
tina Wellford Scott) is an art histo— do so really did, on the average, look
rian and author, Vassar—educated and and act like this one. Heidi is shy at
"a little prissy" at times. Our first en— first, but later begins to explore her
counter with Heidi, during the Pro— feelings. She shares her dismay at
logue, is delightfully funny and gives herself for being attracted to Scoop,
who treats her badly most of the time,
us a taste of who she is to become.
Scene One opens in 1965, with and tells the group that he‘s an
Heidi and her best friend Susan at— "asshole." Another group member re—
tending a high school dance. Susan marks that “yourasshole sounds just
quickly moves in on her dream date — like my asshole."
At first glance, playwnghtWendy
the boy who can twist and smoke si—
multaneously — while Heidi is left to Wasserstein seems to be telling us that
read Death Be Not Proud in the cor— independent womencan‘t be happy.
ner of the gym. It is here that she Heidi struggles to maintain her inde— —
meets her most enduring, if not en— pendence throughout her life, and yet
dearing, male friend, Peter Patrone mourns the loss of thelife she might
(portrayed by Michael Detroit). Pe— have had if she were willing to settle
ter asks Heidi to marry him, after fail— for less than "A+." In the end, she
ing to seduce her, but instead they makes peace with herown choices in
agree to be friends for life. It is a life, as well as those of her friends.
All of the actors in The Heidi
friendship that serves them both well,
Chronicles portrayedtheir characters
despite its ups and downs.
Heidi meets, sleeps with and later well, especially Scott and Detroit.
discovers that she loves, a perfectly Several actors had multiple roles, and
disgusting man named Scoop T could not immediately recognize any
Rosenbaum (played by Dave Landis) from scene to scene. I consider that
at a Eugene McCarthy rally in 1968. the result of good acting, costuming,
By now Heidi is a college coed, study— and direction. Jerry Chipman does an
ing art history and intent on making a admirable job with a complex play.
Many may dub this play a
difference in the world. Scoop is the
arrogant and obnoxious editor of an "woman‘s play" andforego seeing it
avant—garde alternative newspaper. thinking it has nothing to offer them.
We leave Scene Two wondering what Don‘t make this mistake. It is a play
in the world Heidi sees in such an — with a message for all of us — but
asshole, and almost every encounter sometimes you have to look real hard
with Scoop throughout the rest of the to find it!
Review by Dottie Jones

Playhouse on the Square
presents

The Heidi Chromcles
by Wendy Wasserstein
directed by Jerry Chipman
Thursdays — Sundays Through February 23
Call 726—4656 for tickets
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WWMWQZU Aml
— Medusa

MID—TOWN HAIR

Halrstyllng 4 All of Us

David Jeffers
(901) 278—2199

1926 Madison at Tucker
(across from Huey‘s)
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

1890‘s VICTORIAN COTTAGES

To be renovated to buyers specs

In Greenlaw Historic District, Downtown Memphis.
12 ft. ceilings, 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath — Starting at $55,000
Contact Russell Armstrong or John anfin (901) 525—3044
Video Review

‘Mardi Gras 1990
one as a cheerleader); a group of
Reviewedby Gary Coughlan ing
white—faced square dancers; "Jesus
TJN EntertainmentEditor Loves
You" activists; and a man in a
boots; and a bandanna.
MardiGras1990isa2—hourGay— diaper,
man—in—the—street view ofNew Or— Throughout all of this street action
the music of.New Orleans.
leans‘ annual party shot by two pulsates
Prominent in this video is "Lafitte
Memphiansidentifiedinthevideoas In Exile,"
a Gay bar from whose bal—
Tim and Bob, who atone point pose cony the patrons
yell to the men in

as CNN reporters. If you‘ve never
been to Mardi Gras, check out this
raunchy, raw film to see some of what
you‘ve missed. Mardi Gras 1990 is
available locally at Star Search Video,
1411 Poplar Avenue. Videos may be
reserved.
Mardi Gras 1990 features a stroll
down Bourbon Street, where the
sights include: a G—string photogra—
pher; an inflatable love doll; a little
leather android; an ass—painter at
work; police on horseback; a cute guy
.in a windowurging passers—by to:
«6 efeel”h1mdrag queens(includ— .

parades, floats, and many incredible

the street below: "Show us your costumes of all varieties that make up
dick!" Those who do are thrown this big party. A.couple of highlights
beads. A lot of beads are thrown in include a drunken woman wanting
this video and all men are not created some green beads from the balcony
equal. Several men get affectionate above and a half—naked parade
with each other. Very affectionate. marcher obliging our "CNN crew"
One affectionate all by himself ina with some squatting and thrusting.
body—twisting position hard for most Many Memphians are said to appear
men to manage. As one observer puts in this video.
it: "They‘ll be talking about it for
Mardi Gras is from February 18
— years in Joplin." Inside thebar, skimp— to March 3rd this year. Mardi Gras
ily—dressed bartenders serve an ever— 1990 will let you see what to expect
changing crowd of customers. .
if you go and is the next best thing to
_ Mardz Gras 1990 also mcludes
the being there if you can‘t make it.
evensamorrien acommipemom

—

Program To Buy
Part I

Coverage For

s
Steps to Assertivenes

PLWAs

DALLAS (AP) — A group
founded
by an HIV—infected man will
partner
when
we
act
in
accordance
by Becky Caperton, M.S.
ask hospitals, health—care agencies
with our own needs.
Lack oftrust in one‘s ownjudge— and physicians treating people living
‘The fear of sounding bossy or de— _
and intuition. This usually with AIDS to donate money toward
ment
from
manding inhibits many of us
asking for what we want and express— stems from negative messages re— covering insurance bills.
The Bridge to Life Foundation‘s
ing our feelings. But inreality, being ceived in childhood and results in the
able to speak up for ourselves can beliefthat other people‘s feelings and Life Link program will provide a vi—
teach us self—respect and lead to opinions are more valuable than our tal service to PLWAs by helping them
pay monthly insurance premiums,
greater fulfillment in life. In the book, own.
fan— © said Bill Seals, the nonprofit
this
have
often
We
Naivete.
Get
to
Way
Healthy
The
Out:
Bailing
me, organization‘s founder.
Out ofa Relationship and Survive, the tasy that "because he/she loves
"People who don‘t have health—
author defines assertiveness as the he/she will treat me right." Just be—
ability to act in ways that enhance cause we think we deserve something care insurance don‘t address their
to health, and they end up in the emer—
one‘s self—respect. Our emotional does not mean it‘s going to come
gency room when it‘s too late. I see a
us.
—
able
being
our
upon
depends
health
lot ofgood things as a result of people
or
ve
aggressi
ng
appeari
of
Fear
to feel in control of our environment,
being able to maintain their level of
tative
represen
sales
a
Jane,
bitchy.
good
feel
to
and
,
to master situations
about ourselves in interpersonal rela— for a large company, felt incapable of care," Seals said.
Doctors, an insurance executive,
of
tionships. Therefore, a person who refusing a six—week assignment out
was in— area health—care officials and a
always feels pushed around, indeci— town, even though the timing
and Dallas City Council member have en—
sive, or unable to express his or her convenient for her due to health
‘
the as— dorsed the plan.
on
went
"I
s.
problem
feel
personal
to
bound
is
feelings
and
thoughts
Health care professionals and
signment and hated every minute of
all sorts of psychological distress.
organizations, in return for helping
So why do we hold back? There it. That‘s when I knew I needed to be
that pay patient premiums, would be as—
are, of course, logical reasons for a tougher," she says. "ButI thought
intimi— sured payment on medical bills.
person‘s lack of assertiveness. But meant becoming pushy and
The program will request $115
dating."
_
behind
on
motivati
the
understanding
from
health care agencies to cover ev—
asser—
confuse
Many people
them makes it easier to clearly state
ery
$100
in premiums for sponsored
two
the
But
n.
aggressio
with
tiveness
things.
about
how you think and feel
Being "nice." From an early age couldn‘t be more different. Aggres— patients, Seals said. The extra $15 will
go toward administrative costs and to
most children are taught the impor— sion is often laced with hostility and
A help PLWAs who do not have spon—
.
insecurity
of
feelings
up
covers
urge
this
it‘s
Yet
kind.
being
tance of
bully sors in the program.
to be nice that prevents us from tak— classic example of this is the
Several area doctors and hospitals
an
for
waiter
the
berates
of—
who
may
it
think
ing a stand when we
~ undercooked steak. An assertive ap— which already pay patients‘ insurance
fend or inconvenience someone.
premiums will receive a tax deduc—
Fear of rejection or disapproval. proach would be to politely call the
tion, which should encourage more
This is probably the single most waiter over, explain that the steak is
agencies to contribute, Foundation —
prevalent contributor to a person‘s not cooked to your satisfaction, and
fur— board member Bill Mouser said.
cooked
be
could
it
either
that
ask
looking
of
fear
ness:
assertive
of
lack
"The idea looks really good, and
stupid or foolish, or not really believ— ther or a new one be prepared.
we
can‘t figure out why nobody else
Next
month:
Ten
steps
to
becom—
want—
you
thing
the
ing you deserve
has done it," he said.
that somehow the rest of the world is ing more assertive.
Parkland Memorial Hospital has
[Becky Caperton is a licensed
entitled but you‘re not. In love rela—
been paying insurance premiums for
tionships especially, someone will psycholgical examiner and counselor
some patients for the past two years,
,
take the submissive role for fear of in practice with Simmons Kelman
said spokeswoman Esther Bauer.
s.]
and
Associate
truth
in
But
partner.
her
or
losing his
"We can keep people on their in—
we gain much more respect from a

surance and get paid, too. We‘re go—
ing to care for the patient no matter
GMHC Lists 12 Action Steps
what. It‘s just a practical way to do
and support needle exchange pro— it," she said.
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) —The Gay
Dr. Steve Pounders of Dallas, who
grams.
Men‘s Health Crisis (GMHC) has an—
treats about 600 AIDSpatients strug—
«
Integrate
HIV
services
into
ex—
nounced a 12—point plan for New
\. gling to pay insurancepremiums, said
isting drug treatment programs.
York to respond to the HIV/AIDS
« Launch radio and television the program will be cost—effective.
epidemic.
$
He compared monthly insurance
AIDS education campaigns, particu—
___» Expand rental assistance pay—
premiums of about $250 with hospi—
larly
geared
toward
women
and
mi—
ments, so fewer people with AIDS
tal care bills of up to $50,000 monthly
norities.
have to stay in hospitals.
« Make condoms and AIDS edu— for some AIDS patients.
* Create model housing programs
"It‘s a lifesaver, because those
cation available in public schools.
for people with HIV, the virus that
« Fund community organizations people couldnt be living a very com—
develops into AIDS.
whouse volunteers to disseminate fortable life without the proper medi—
* Enforce up—to—date standards of
cal care," said Pounders.
AIDS education.‘
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I‘m Candy and I‘ll give you
permission to do anything you
want to do to me. I‘m just like
the Candy that melts in your
mouth, call: —
az
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‘GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Why build up
equity for
someone else?
OWNYOUR
OWN HOME!
"Your personal
real estate needs
are my greatest
concern."

pud
Bill Malone — 761—2824

Merkle and Associates — 755—2200

(964:
SQUA
P H1SS
Mm E MmRE
Gay& Lesbian Square Dance Club |
New class starting now!
e!
Singles & couples welcom
Ifyou are interested,
call now for information.
07nce required. ;
or 753—15
67
387—15
experie
dancing
No previous square
00 __
8—80
1—38
1—90
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(Ane Yo Credit Cards or € MY \ bree"

Free No CreditCards or COD‘s Free

AIDS care and infection control and
educate health care providers about
them.
* Createnew primary care clinics
to cut down on the number of hospi—
tal emergency room visits by people
with AIDS.
* Support community—based AIDS
care and advocacy groups.
* Require private insurers to accept
"open enrollment" of clients regard—
less of health, hometown and age.
« Adopt a universal health care
plan to ensure that all New Yorkers
have health insurance. —

_
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I think Laura always knew, or
knew soonest. She spoke first of hav—
ing received what she thought was a
middle, sleeves rolled up, gleam in poor poem from an unknown con—
.__by Alan Douglas
tributor: but she found she could hear
his eyes.
I do not plan things; Laura plans. the poet‘s voice loud and clear, knew
First journalism violation: objec—
tivity, we suppose, is out thewindow; _ It was she who made deadlines, that this awkward, uninviting sound
this writer was at the scene with his scouted printers, gathered contribu— was, in this place, part of our voice
&
sword drawn. What follows now is tors, clutched a similar anthology like and very beautiful.
Tom makes everything personal:
the much biased story of an anthol— our bible, made meetings, worried,
he has said he wanted to do this be—
worried.
ogy.
Like all births, it was not nearly as cause he wanted to see in one place
What I remember is a phone call,
Laura Pritchett‘s, suggesting in her easy as it should have been, systems his favorite poems, and so here we go.
best Mickey Rooney/Judy Garland, in place or no. It is ridiculous to me He reminded me that the various po—
"Let‘s put together a Gay and Les— that something beautiful is nearly al— etry readings we have sponsored over
bian anthology." And I remember the ways born on battlefields. The sight the years are not only family affairs
excitement in her voice and my own of the three of us gathered before where we gather to remember who we
immediate beliefthat it would be easy desktop publishing software requires are and have been to each other, but
and well worth it. I remember how an instant veil be drawn before ten— also the seedings for the work we‘ve
accomplished it already seemed, as if der eyes witness it. The wars were just finished and particularly the in—
it existed somewhere already, and we tiresome, prosaic,and stuck on earth: dividual work of some of the poets in
had only to discover it. It was done How does this line up? How do we this anthology.
Tlook at this and am amazed at the
because Laura wanted it done, had move this from here to there? Spell
this, remove this, get out of my way, magic here. I have my favorites, as I
willed it done.
I remember how instant was Tom go home. Real life is small, and this am allowed: Amy Edgington‘s harsh,
challenging and terrifying stare at us,
_ Howard‘s presence in the making of — could get no smaller.
And then it was before us, predict— her readers, in "Boogeywoman";
this, how unsurprising his taking part:
of course, who knew better the prac— ably, and we were sudden cooing par— Melody Berning‘s pure, mysterious,
ticalities of printing and design, I ents. It is a beautiful piece of work, I sharp edged sounds in "The World
thought (though Tom would dispute | say, with no pretended objectivity Between Black Pearls"; Wood‘s sur—
this). Who better to offer to help "just whatsoever. And on reflection, I think prisingly gentle lament in "Absalom";
the shape of the nude woman in
a little," yet end up smack dab in the I knowwhy.
DeAnn Shields—Marley‘s photograph;
the whimsy in the stare of the subject
Women‘s Project Film Festival
in Bill Walton‘s photo. And being
sturdily provincial, I love best thelo—
In what is the largest collection of fering a reception with Ms. Dash cal voices we collected. All styles here
films ever to be organized by an Ar— along with the film showing her pre— seem disparate, though we were
kansas community—based organiza— ‘sentation. General admission for the amused to find that as a people we
tion, the Women‘s Projectwill present film and presentation is $5.50.
lean toward love poetry (small won—
During the past few years, increas—
its first annual Women‘s Film Festi—
der). The collective sound is a chorus
val to celebrate women‘s experiences ing attention has been paid to movies of anger, joy, humor and regret, and
and to mark both African—American by and about African—Americans and it does honestly belong to all of us in
and Women‘s History months. Begin— to a growing number of African—
ning Feb. 21 and continuing through American film producers and direc—
March 14, the Film Festival will of— tors. While the proliferation of such
fer a variety of documentaries, fea— filmmakers is important, most of the
tures, foreign language, and focus has been on men; African—
international films that examine the American women directors and pro—
lives of women in the U.S. and ducers still remain largely
unrecognized. Filmmaker Julie Dash
abroad.
Cultural activities take on a decid— is one of several Black women who
edly political overtone at the: has managed to break through the
_ Women‘s Project, which since 1981 barriers of racism and sexism and us—
has organized on behalf of groups . ing film, makes powerful statements
who experience oppression and mar— about the experiences African—Ameri—
ginalization in this society. The «can women.
"When images of African—Ameri—
Women‘s Film Festival is consistent
with that organizational tradition. can women are depicted on the screen
Most of the films feature unconven— by someone outside of our culture; it‘s
tional portrayals of women‘s lives— a projection of that filmmaker‘s
as older women, Lesbians, women of mind—not an expression of our real—
color, Jewish women, and women ity," says Ms. Dash. "The films that I
with disabilities—and all are films not make are from a Black Aesthetic and
from an African—American woman‘s
usually available in Arkansas.
Highlighting the Film Festival will reality. I make the kinds of films that
be the screening of the award—winning I‘ve always wanted to see."
All the films in the Festival will
film Daughters ofthe Dust and a pre—
sentation by writer/producer/director be shown on Thur., Fri., and Sat. eve—
Julie Dash on Sat., Feb. 29, at Shorter nings over a four—week period. Thurs—
College. This acclaimed film, which day night viewings, which will
recently won thefirst prize in cinema— present videos as well as feature—
tography for a dramatic film at Rob— length films, will also offer time for
ert Redford‘s prestigious Sundance discussion and criticism. The first two
Film Festival, portrays the migration Thursdays—Feb. 27 and March 5—
of a Gullah family from the Sea Is— will be held at the Oyster Bar, 3003
lands off the South Carolina coast and W. Markham, Little Rock, and the
is scheduled as a future part of PBS‘s final Thurs. showing will be held at
American Playhouse series. It will be the Arkansas Art Center in downtown
screened in Little Rock at the same Little Rock‘s MacArthur Park. The
time it premieres in Los Angeles, Fri. and Sat. presentations will be held
Philadelphia, and Washington D.C. at the Shorter College Auditorium,
For $25, the Women‘s Project is of— 604 N. Locust, North Little Rock. All _
The Storyofan Anthology

is very real, very necessary, and
this one time and place.
Still and all, we‘re not absolutely wholly affirmative. We very hum—
sure of what we have gathered and bly offer this to the community and
where it stands in the world. We‘re told very strongly urge that you buy a
that other Gay and Lesbian communi— copy. It is my belief that this is the
ties have never attempted something bestkind of history: past, present,
like this, which is surprising, since now future, individual, and regally sung.
5
it seems very basic to us. Sales have Read it proudly.
(To order copies of Greetings
been brisk, and we expect the need for _
a second printing. A new edition of this From Sodom by mail, send $5 for
is foregone; poets are already nibbling each copy and $2postage per order
to: AGLTF Literary Journal, c/o
at our heels.
&
C
In a romantic haze, I think every— Laura E.A. Pritchett, 305 Johnson,
thing is special and necessary; that is Little Rock, AR 72205. The Jour—
my unfortunatenature. In my waking nal contains over 70 pages ofpoetry,
moments, I know that this anthology fiction, art, and photography.)

GwenWood
Hollow Ridge
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub » Country Club Privileges
Rt 4 Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

Hag Rag invites lesbian writers and
artists to submit reviews of books,
theatre, film and music, as well as
analyses of topics affecting lesbians
lives: ethics, sexuality, radical lesbian
ceminism and the world—wide Amazon .
revolution, separatism, class & race
consciousness, friendship, and
language. .
Subscriptions (6 Issues): $10—15/year sliding scale, $20 inst.
$3.00sample/back issue. Some issues available on tape
beginning July, 1991

Subscriptions: Hag Rag PO Box 93243, Milw., WI 53203
Advertising: Hag Rag PO Box 1171, Madison, WI 53701
Advertisers: write for rates and ad sheet
,
% New RageThinking®
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The Gay Arkansas Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings are
free. Agencies and businesses may request to
be listed at no charge. All phone numbers are
area code 501 unless otherwise noted.

Regional AIDS Interfaith Network(RAIN):
# 375—5908.
Triangle Book Club: Monthly discussion
7pm, 3rd Thurs. # 221—3565 (Bill) or664—
0817 (David) or 664—7565 (Alan).
Unitarian Universalist Church: 1818
ACCOMMODATIONS
Resevoir Road, Little Rock 72207
Cedarberry Cottage Bed & Breakfast Inn:
# 225—1503.
Number 3 Kingshighway, Eureka Springs Women‘s Project: 2224 S. Main, Little Rock
72632 # 253—6115.
72203 # 372—5113.
Greenwood Hollow Ridge: Route 4, Box
COUNSELING
/ HEALTH SERVICES
155, Eureka Springs 72632 # 253—5283.
Purple Iris Inn: Route 2, Box 339, Scenic Adult Counseling Services: Box 2883, Hot
Springs 71914 # 623—1089.
62W, Eureka Springs 72632 # 253—8748.
Adult Survivors of Incest: (Support group
ase
CARDS & GIFTS
sponsored by the Women‘s Project) *
~—Wild Card!: altemative cards & gifts »
372—5113.
Bowman Curve Center, 400 N. Bowman, American Life Resources: (Financial
Little Rock # 223—9071.
Program for the terminally ill.) Gil
Gilbreath, Box 1058, Forrest City, AR
COMMUNITY GROUPS
72335 # (501) 633—0554.
A.B.S.; Naturist/nudist organization « Write
A.B.S., Route 8, Box 264—A, Mountain ArkansasAIDSFoundation: 5911 H. Street,
Box 250007, Little Rock 72205 # 663—
Home, AR 72653.
7833. Board meeting 4th Thurs..
ACLU ofArkansas: 209 West Capitol, Suite
Battered/Formerly Battered Lesbians
214, Little Rock 72201 # 374—2660.
Support: Advocates for battered women
ACT—UP Little Rock: 7 pm, 1st & 3rd Fri.
# 376—3219 or 1—800—332—4443.
+1419 S. Taylor, Little Rock 72201 #
Lee Cowan, LCSW: Generalcounseling, grief
661—9408.
& healing specialization, 1706 Magnolia,
Arkansas Coalition Against Censorship: 4
Little Rock 72202 # 664—7252.
]
664—2810.
Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Task Force: Box DisabledLesbians SupportGroup: 4thMon.
each month, 7:30 pm, # 372—5113. ,
45053, Little Rock 72214 # 666—3340.
— Board/membership meeting 7:30 pm, Gay Men & Lesbian Support/Therapy
Group: 5—6:30 pm, Tues., 210 Pulaski
Unitarian Universalist Church, 4th Thurs.
(free) # 374—3605.
Call to confirm.
Arkansas Women‘s Political Caucus: Box Helping People With AIDS: Box 4397, Little
Rock 72204 # 666—6900.
2494, Little Rock 72203.
The Body of Christ: Box 1364, Little Rock ‘Ralph Hyman, Ed.D: Psychologist
specializing in Gay & Lesbian counseling
72203 = 374—1693, Rev. Ron Burchman,
« The Psychotherapy Center, 210 Pulaski,
Sun. Service 10:45, 318 Main, North Little
Little
Rock
Rock.
# 374—3605.
Concerned Citizens for Lesbian & Gay
Rights: Political. action, contact Mark Arden Kate, LCSW: Feminist therapist, co—
dependency, addictions, women‘s issues,
Burnett = 663—8609.
Little Rock # 224—0127.
Diamond State Rodeo Assoc.: Box 806, Little
Rock 72203—0806 # 224—6119. Meetings Lesbian Support Group: 7—8:30 pm, 2nd &
4th Tues. # 372—5113.
j
T pm, every 2nd Sun.
Dignity: Box 3015, Little Rock 72203 Kathy Martone: Individual, marital,
relationship counseling, women‘s issues
# 758—3512. 7:30 every Thurs., Chapel
The Victory House, 115 S. Victory, Little
service 1st Thurs., St. Vincent‘s Center
Rock # 376—9529.
for Health Education.
Gay & LesbianAction Delegation: Box 2897, Mary Ann Mattingly; M.S.: Counseling for
Lesbians « Gay men, & survivors of sexual
Fayetteville 72701 # 521—4509.
abuse # 666—1024.
f
Gay & Lesbian Student Assoc. (GLSA):
University of AR, AU 517, Fayetteville Pine BluffHIV/AIDS Support Group: 2500
Rike Drive, Box 1019, Pine Bluff71613 #
~ TXI01.
541—6000 (contact Carolyn) or 534—1834
Gays, Lesbians, & StraightsTogether: 6:30
(contact Lloyd).
pm,. 3rd Thurs., U.U. Church
#225—1676 (DeAnn)or376—4316 (Tom). Psychotherapy Center: Gay/Lesbian/
Bisexual Support Group & HIV/ARC/
The League: Box 56117, Little Rock 72215.
AIDS Support Group, 210 Pulaski, Little
Meetings every 3rd Sun.
Rock = 374—3605.
Lesbian & Gay Student Alliance: UCA, c/o
Washington County AIDS Task Force:
© 123 West 21st, Little Rock.
Direct services & education, Box 4224,
Little Rock Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals 7 pm
Fayetteville, 72702 # 443—AIDS (7 pm «7
every Thurs. # 221—9007 (I.J. Routen).
am).
MCC of the Healing Waters: Box 664,
Berryville 72616 # 623—1049 (Cheri) or Dr. Kurt Wilhelm: Counseling for Gay men/
Lesbians/couples 1511 Center, Little Rock
525—8629 (Jon).
# 378—0300.
MCC ofthe LivingSprings: Box 365,Eureka
. Springs 72632 = 253—9337. Services 7
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
pm, Bible Study 7 pm, Thurs., Elk Street. AIDS Information Line: # 666—3340 (Little
MCC of the Ozarks: Box 92, Fayetteville —
Rock). 1—800—448—8305 (outside Little
721702—0092 # 443—4278.
Rock), 6:30 » 10:30 pm daily.
MCC of the Rock: Box 1964, Little Rock AIDS Hot Line: = 443—AIDS (7 pm — 7 am).
72203 # 753—1075. Services 11 am, 2017 Arkansas Coalition Against Violence to
Chandler, North Little Rock.
Women & Children: # 276—1872.
Officer‘s Club: National leather assoc., Box Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 666—3340
4392, North Little Rock 72116
(Little Rock). 1—800—448—8305 (outside
# 758—0835.
Little Rock), 6:30 — 10:30 pm daily.
Offthe Wall: Gay & LesbianBowling League, . Hate/Violence Hotline: For collection of
Mon. nights, 8:30 pm, Pike Lanes, North
occurence statistics only # 1—800—347—
E
Little Rock.
HATE.
&
PALS (People of Alternative Lifestyles): Narcotics Anonymous: # 373—8663.
(Lesbian & Gay youth group ages 16—22) National AIDS Hotline: # 1—800—342—AIDS,
_
Wed., 6:45—8:15 pm, 210 Pulaski Street,
1—800—344—SIDA (Spanishaccess), 1—800—
Little Rock. Call AGLTF
AIDS— (TTY—Deaf Access). —
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays:
LEGAL SERVICES
Support, action, social group for all Anne Owings Wilson: Attorney—at—law, 804
interested, Gay or not » 7 pm, 2nd & 4th
N. (Ash, Little Rock, 72205
Thurs., Unitarian Church, Minister‘s
= 664—3537.
office, Little Rock = 821—4865 (Shirley
MEDIA
Hemdon).
Phoenix Alcoholics Anonymous/Phoenix The Lariat: monthly newsletterofthe diamond
State Rodeo Association, Box 806, Little
Al—Anon: (Lesbian& Gay Outreach) Little
Rock, AR 72203—0806 # (501) 224—6119.
Rock # 224—6769 ( Frank) or 821—4255
(Barbara). Meetings Sun., 5 pm & Wed., 8 Lesbian & Gay Directions: monthly
pm, Pulaski Heights Prebyterian Church.
PresbyteriansforLesbian & Gay Concerns,
Synod of the Sun: (AR, LA,OK, TX) —
Rodger Wilson, 3235 Kinmore, Dallas,
TX 75223 # (214) 823—2317.
Pulaski County N.O.W.; Box 662, Little
Rock 72203 # 663—1333.
—

newsletteroftheArkansasGay&Lesbi
Task force, Box 45053, Little Rock, AR
72214.
News ofthe Gay & Lesbian Community:
Arkansas
Gay & Lesbian Rights of
Fayetteville,Box2897,Fayetteville72701
‘# 521—4509 or443—0661.

HEART STRINGS — THe AIDS MemoriaL QuaT «amp You
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MEMPHIS

HEART STRINGS
Thursday, April 2, 1992

_

The Orpheum Theatre
Tickets: (901) 276—1708

f

~THE AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT

—

__

Rhodes.College.—Mallory.Gymnasium
April 3—6, 1992

LmnE Rock
HEART STRINGS
Monday, April 13, 1992

Robinson Auditorium
Tickets: (501) 664—7246

LT —
THE AIDS MEMoRIAL QUI
University of Arkansas — Little Rock
April 11—12, 1992
NAMES Project _
The 1992 National Tour is a project of DIFFA, Design Industries Foundation for AIDS and The
Airlines, Ellen
l
Continenta
Donor,
s
Anonymou
an
Signal,
ed
Foundation and is sponsored by Allied Fibers/Alli
Tracy, Interior Design Magazine, Philip Morris Companies, Inc., and The Prudential Foundation.

lynewspaper
ws:Month
ournalNe
TriangleJ
Ink5 « Box 11485,
by Printers
published
Memphis, TN 38111—048 # (901) 454—
1411. Women‘s newsletter « Box
& Coming:
Up 718,
e 72702. a
—9pm,KABF88.3
Music: Sun.,7
Women‘sFayettevill
FM.
NIGHT CLUBS/Jessie
DINING
1021 #Q Road, Little
Backstreet:
Rock# 664—2744. 10CenterStreet,
CenterStreetBar&Grill:
Eureka Springs #253—8102.

t: 10
RestauranSprings
Bar &Eureka
PianoStreet,
Chelsea‘s
Mountain
#253—6723. Center & 6th (in the Little
r‘s:LittleRock #376—8301.
Christophe
Rock Inn),
305 Garrison Avenue, Ft.
CourtSmithGarden:
=783—9822.
III: 1021 JessicRoad,LittleRock
— Discovery
# 664—4184.
6th (in the Little Rock
Michael‘s:
Inn), LittleCenter&
Rock # 376—8301.
235 Broadway, Hot
House=Lounge:
OurSprings
624—6868.
#
Place: 523 W. Poplar, Fayetteville
Ron‘s# 442—3052.

Silver Dollar: 2710 Asher Avenue, Little.
RockLanding:
=663—9886.
Village
#783—9101. 3028 N. 6th, Ft. Smith$
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ETC.
Shields—Marley
Studio: photography,
brochures,catalogs,etc.
« 117 S. Victory,
Little Rock 72211 #372—6148.
TRAVEL
Travel
by
Phillip:
Box 250119, LittleRock
72225—0119 = 227—1690.
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Reported AIDS Cases Rose AZT DDC Combination Better Than _
to 446,681 by End of ‘91
TheGeneva—basedhealthagency
GENEVA
(AP) of—AIDS
Atotalwereof estimates
that 5,000 people are
132,071
new
cases
newlyinfectedwithHIVeveryday.
reported
by
the
world‘s
govern—
statistics
ininclude
WHO‘sHIVquarterly
ments
last year,
bringingsince
the offi—the The
reports
do
not
infec—
cial
total
to
446,681
tions.
disease
was
first
reported,
the
The number of registered cases
WorldIn itsHealth
Organization
says.7, inTanzaniajumpedfrom21,208to
quarterly
update
Jan.
27,396.Theimpoverishedsouthern
WHOsaiditwasnotifiedof28,278
African levels
nationofthe
now hasdisease
one ofin thethe
newcasesbetweenOctoberandDe—
highest
cember,including
11,242casesre—
corded by the UnitedofNovember.
States in a world.WHO said Brazil registered
reportdatedtheend
21,023cases,
1,662upfromitspre—
The United
States records
has recorded
viousreport.
202,843
casessince
were
In Europe,
Francehas the high—
started
in 1981,total.nearly halftheof— esttoll
with
16,552reportedcases.
ficialBecauseofunder—diagnosisand
world
ItalyThevastmajorityofAIDSinfec—
follows with 10,584.
delaysinreporting,thetrueworld—
tions
are spread through sexualin—
widetotalofpeopleafflictedbyAc—
tercourse.Thefataldiseasecanalso
quired
Immune
Deficiency
be contracted from contaminated
Syndrome
close to — bloodsuppliesandsharinginfected
1.5children.
million.isThisestimated
includesat 500,000
needles.
Therein 21areofnotheregistered
AIDSre—
WHO
estimates
that
some
10
cases
163
nations
million
people
have
been
infected
porting
to the U.N.Afghanistan,
health agency.
with
Human
Immunodeficiency
These
include
Iraq,
Virus,
HIV,
from
which
AIDS
de—
Albania,
Mongolia,
Burma
and
velops
and
that
this
will
rise
to
as
Cambodia.
much as 40 million by century‘s
end.
Animal Trials coat.
The safety of the use of whole
inactivatedHIVvaccinesinhumans
Show Promise hasbeenquestioned,somostefforts
have concentrated on a strategy
for HIV Vaccine — similartothatusedonthemonkeys
ByW. DaleNelson
by Intestsnowbeingconductedon
the Hu team.
AssociatedPressWriter
human
volunteers,
Bolognesi
said,
thatre—
signs
WASHINGTON(AP)—Scien—
encouraging
are
"there
this
protocol
is
inducing
good
tists
seeking
ways
to
immunize
inpeople."
people
against AIDS and its virus sponses
He
said
thesewhether
tests arethe designed
areencouragedbyexperimentsthat
to
determine
vaccines
theysayshowmonkeyscanbepro—
are
safe
and
whether
they
will
tectedfromavirusthatattackstheir
stimulate
immuneresponses.
immune
systems.
Thenextstepin
testing,
hesaid,on
"Iusedwouldthe same
hesitatevaccination
to say thatpro—if would
be
to
try
the
vaccines
wecedure
people
who are in high—riskgroups
inhumans,
weShiu—Lok
will getpro—
fordevelopingtheHIVinfectionto
tection,"
said
Dr.
Hu,
whetheritwouldprotectthem.
principal
author of a studymagazine.
in the see"Thosetrials
arenotevenready
Jan."But23 issueofScience
tobeconsideredyet,"hesaid."You
now
we
can
try
to
under—
stand
whatthat arewillthebe indicative
immune re—of couldpossiblyseeatrialwithinthe
nexttwoorthreeyearsofthattype.".
sponses
protection,"
saidHu.
Dr. Dani Bolognesi ofthe Cen— Virus Generates
terforAIDSResearchatDukeUni—
Two Hormones
versity said evidence"
the study wasthat"clearly
supporting
such
a
That Suppress
.— method
could
achieve
success
System
againsttheHIV
virus
in humans.in Immune
It
describes
experiments
WASHINGTON
(AP) —
whichateamheadedbyHu,whois
AIDS
viruscausesthebodytopro—
withBristol—MyersSquibbPharma—
duce
twothehormones
that
suppress
ceutical
Research
Institute
in
Se—
part
of
immune
system,
a re—
attle,
vaccinated
four
macaque
search
team
reported.
monkeysagainstthesimianimmu—
The finding, published in the
nodeficiencyvirus.Thevirusisre—
ProceedingsoftheNationalAcad—
lated
to the HIV which causes emyofSciences,yieldsanotherclue
AIDS.Monkeys
inunderstandinghowthevirusdis—
had
been
immunized
ables thebody‘s
againstSIVbefore,butitwasdone
with
vaccines
made from
inacti—his
vated
whole
viruses.
Hu
and
team used bits of the virus‘ outer
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Either Drug Alone, Study Concludes
By A J Hostetler
Associated Press Writer

ka

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
combination of the drugs AZT and
ddC offers new hope against AIDS,
but the chief of the government‘s
AIDS research program advised
against trying to cook up too many
other mixtures.
The warning came as two studies
showed that combination therapy, a
cocktail of treatments, promises to
fight the deadly virus better than AZT
alone. AZT is manufactured by Bur—
roughs Wellcome Co. of Research
Triangle Park, N.C.
In an editorial accompanying one
of the reports in today‘s. Annals of
Internal Medicine, Dr. Anthony Fauci
of the National Institutes of Health
said that the study on AZT and ddC
deserves attention.
But, he added, the pilot study‘s
results are "too preliminary to yield
either firm conclusions ... or recom—
mendations for treatment."
The study was originally presented
at the Sixth International Conference
on AIDS in 1990, but Fauci said the
report‘s message still holds — that
combination or alternation therapy

may be the best way to combat the
complex AIDS virus, HIV.
"Given the nature of HIV, it‘s
likely that combination therapy may
be the major therapy for AIDS," Fauci
said. "No one therapy will likely be
adequate."
The report, by researchers at the
University of California at San Diego
and the University of Miami, follows
the Dec. 29 announcement by British
scientists. on the. combined use of AZT
and theherpes drug acyclovir to treat
AIDS.
Their unpublished and prehmmary
work found the death rate for patients
treated with acyclovir and AZT was
10%, while the death rate for patients
treated with AZT alone was 20%.
Fauci said he was concerned that
some physicians and AIDS patients
would hear of the reports and heed—
lessly combine AZT with other ex—
perimental AIDS drugs.
"Be careful. Don‘t just jump into
._
this," he warned.
The Annals study found that the
combination treatment boosted the
white blood cells that fight infection,
called CD4 cells, and lowered the
amount of an AIDS virus protein
called p24.
Increasing the number of CD4

cells bolsters a patient‘s immune sys—
tem and helps the patient survive
longer. Lower levels of p24 suggest
that the virus‘ ability to replicate is
being suppressed...
The drug ddC, or dideoxycytidine,
not only increased the CD4 cell count,
but the increase lasted longer than
seen in patients on AZT alone, the
researchers said.
Researchers are not certain why
the combination therapy works bet—
ter than either drug alone, but believe
the drugs may enhance each other‘s
ability.
"The apparent increased benefit
with combination therapy may be re—
lated to the additive or synergistic
activity of the two drugs that has been
seen previously" in test tube studies,
said study coauthor Dr. Margaret
Fisch] of the University of Miami.
Based on the study‘s results, an
experiment with more than 1,000 pa— f
tients is now under way, supported by
the NIH, to compare the combination
therapy with either drug alone.
The pharmaceutical firm
Hoffman—La Roche in October sub—
mitted an application for approval of
ddC to the Food and Drug Adminis—
tration, according to FDA spokesman
Brad Stone.

MEMPHIS‘ ONLY
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MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
AFTER HOURS

OLDEST

GAY BAR

24—HOUR

GAY BAR

1268 MADISON AVE. 725—1909

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
Happy Hour 11 AM to 7 PM

FRIDAY — SATURDAY — SUNDAY
Happy Hour 11 AM to 10 PM

SHOWS — FRIDAY& SATURDAY 1:30 AM
12 Midnite to 3 AMOptional Beer Bust
SPECIAL MONDAY
7 PM to 3 AM

Optional $3 Beer Bust —

ablllty to fight off

disease. —
"I‘m sure it‘s only part of the
total picture," said Dr. Eric M.
Smith, a professor of psychiatry and
microbiology at the University of
Texas Medxcal Branch at

Galveston.
The research team found that the
AIDS virus stimulates the body‘s
lymphocytes to produce a hormone,
comcotropin which suppresses part
of the immune system, Smith said.
That hormone, once it gets in the

bloodstream, becomes another hor—
mone, melanotropin, which has a
similar butmore potent effect, he said.
The research does not lead directly
to a therapy, Smith said. But it may
eventually contribute to a strategythat
would inhibit the hormonal effects.

Experts: African AIDS

g
\q $161“n
>
Books &More[of Woman & Their Friends

Crisis Especially
Devastating For Women
responsibilities while caring for loved
ones with AIDS and often being ill
themselves?"
Professor Kekoura Korouma of
Cameroon told the meeting that Afri—
can women grow 80% of the
continent‘s food. _
Efforts to halt the spread of AIDS
in Africa have met little success, del—
egates said, pointing to cultural and
religious values that cause most men
to shun condoms and practice po—
lygamy.
"Changes in behavior are very
slow to bring about, especially among
men who continue to go topIOSﬁmtes

DAKAR, Senegal (AP) —
can women with AIDS often suffer
additional tragedies — they are
shunned by family and community
and abandoned by the husbands who
infected them, experts say.
"I have seen women whose chil—
dren all deserted, left alone ... by hus—
bands who are busy saving money to
marry another woman and start an—
other family," said Eka Esu—Williams,
an immunologist and lecturer from
Nigeria‘s University of Calabar.
Her comments, made in an inter— and have multiple partners
view at the Sixth International Con— Korouma said.
Merson said poverty breeds AIDS
ference on AIDS in Africa,illustrate
the challenges health workers face try— by forcing men to leave home to
search for work and making "prosti—
ing to deal with AIDS in Africa.
While homosexuals and intrave— tution a survival strategy for women
nous drug—users are the main high risk and children."
Esu—Williams said her group, So—
groups for AIDS in the West, the dis—
ease in Africa is often spread through ciety for Women and AIDS in Africa,
seeks to change deeply ingrained dis—
heterosexual contact.
More than 7 million of the world‘s crimination against women, including
estimated 9 to 11 million people who keeping girls out of school so broth—
are either infected with the AIDS vi— ers can be educated and blocking pro—
rus or have full—blown AIDS are Af— fessional women from decision—
ricans, according to the World Health making posts. The group is also teach—
ing basic health care to peasant
Organization.
yas
By the turn of the century, the women.
She urged women to move away _
Geneva—based group predicts more
than 14 million African adults and 4 "from societal perceptions thatjudge.
—— them in terms of whether they are
million children will be infected.
"The worst is yet to come," said married and have produced children,
Dr. Michael Merson, director of the which put them under great pressure
WHO Global Program on AIDS. to acceptdangerous sexual practices."
She cited the common practice of
"Women and children are becoming
doubly vulnerable ... women are the using agents to dry the vagina to en—
caretakers, the child—rearers and key hance the male partner‘s pleasure, but
members of the rural and urban work causing swelling and cuts for women.
= force.
"How can they meet these multiple

930 SOUTH COOPER

Invites you to join us for a special showing of
A ROOM OF ONE‘S OWN
One—woman video based on the Virginia Woolf classic
Sun. Feb. 16 — 6:00 PM — $2.00 Donation
Don‘t forget to celebrate Black Herstory/History Month!
Get your tickets for SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK
A fabulous Black women‘s music group
Concert Sun. Feb. 23 at New Daisy Theatre
Tickets available at Meristem >
‘Tickets for MGLCC Ball also available at Meristem
(f

By Michelle Faul
Associated Press Writer

Welcomed
in Fight Against AIDS
and the outer ring remains outside the
By Clare Nullins
body.
AssociatedPress Writer
Unhke the d1aphragm, which only .,
stops sperm from passing the.cervix,
GENEVA (AP) — Women will the
condom alsoprotects the
soonbeabletowearcondoms,finally entirefemale
and labiafrom contact
giving them the power to protect with thevagina
HIV virus.
themselves from AIDS and other Its Swiss
distributors, Uhlmann—
sexually transmitted diseases.
said,itwouldgellifor about
The new condom goes on sale in Eyraud,
timesthg=cost, of;the standard
Switzerlandthismonth andinFrance four
male condom.: —
andBritain
laterin
theyear.
—
advisory.committeeof the U.S.
"We are 100% in favor," said Anand—Dgug
Administration was >
KarenPatakyofPlannedParenthood Food
scheduled‘tomeet on Jan. 31 on
; inWashington.
recommend that the female
f “Many heterosexual men don‘t whetherto
condom be given the FDA go—ahead

OPEN —

Holy Trinity

J}

___

Community Church:
"The Place To Belong" __
Welcomes You toService-s in

Our Church Home
2323 Monroe Ave. at East Parkway South
Sunday School — 9:45 AM
Worship Services — Sunday Mornings at 11:00 AM
— Sunday Evenings at 6:30 PM
Bible Study — Wednesdays at 7:30 PM
We are here for all your needs
Worship Services — Bible Studies
Ethan Pruett, Pastor
For more information, call HTCC at 726—9443
or write P.O. Box 41648, Memphis, TN 38174

Female Condoms

like using condoms and the bottom
line is that if they don‘t want to use for U.S. distribution.
The concept was developed by a
one they won‘t use one," she said in a
telephone interview. "Female Danish gynecologist, ironically, in a
condoms would give women another bid to tackle infertility problems, said
Dr. Patrick Rowe of the World Health
option."
;
The vaginal condom is a large, lu— Organization.
Rowe said sexually transmitted
bricated, polyurethane adaptation of
the male version. It is about7 inches diseases are the cause of 65% of fe—
long, has flexible rings at both ends male infertility in sub—Saharan Africa
and is inserted likea diaphragm. The —and 25% in developed countries.
innerring fits behind the pubic bone .. He.said,WHO became interested

Wednesday-Saturday 10 AM—6 PM + Sunday 1 PM—5 PM __

Commg out means telling the truth
about your life...
it‘s a real family value.

The National Coming Out Campaign
is fundamentally the most effective campaign
the gay and lesbian community has ever waged.
S

Please give generously to: —

PO Box 8349, SANTA FE, NM 87504 / 505—982—2558
NATIONAL COMING OUT Day,
YOURCONTRIBUTION ISTAXDEDUCTIBLE

yb driperu
in the female condom as a way of larly AIDS. —
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Hag Rag to

Contlnue

Publication
HagRagiscontinuingpublication
after
four months of transition. The
issuecameoutinJanuary,withafo—
cusHag
onhorizontalhostility.
Rag, Intergalactic Lesbian
FeministPress,willfocusonwimmin
andfoodintheMarch‘92issue.Food,
eating,
andall body
imagehearts.
are realities
close
to
wimmin‘s
They
haveprofoundlyimpactedeachofour
lives.Foodascomfort,asself—defense
insafeoracceptable.Foodasabalmfor
a world in which we seldom feel
thepainandfearanduncertaintythat
issooftenapartofourlives.Foodas
nourishing,
sustaining, empowering.
Foodaspolitical.Foodasfriend,food
asselvesenemy.
Images
ofenough—or
our physicalas
as
never
good
intrinsicallybeautiful.
Share your herstories, analysrs
reflections, or letters with Hag Rag:
Cover art and graphics are also very
welcome. Written work should be 4—
5 double—spaced pages. Work can also
be sent to Hag Rag on tape. Include a
— brief biography; SASE; and your
name, address, and phone number
with your work, and send it to Hag
Rag. Work can be published with a
pseudonym if you wish. Future issues
will focus on Friends; Radical Les—
bian Feminism: It‘s Not What You
Think, It Is What You Think; and
Amazon Revolution: Promoting Our

used to prevent transmission of the
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn—
drome virus during a variety of sex
acts.
Pope‘s bill will make distribution
Agenda.
Hag Rag is now available on tape! of that kind of brochure punishable
Available either by single/sample is— by a $100 fine, if adopted in the leg—
sue for $3 or by subscription for $10— islative session that starts next month.
At a news conference, he said the
15. Issues currently available: The
Lesbian Body and All Of Its Chal— AIDS—activist group‘s graphic de—
lenges (March/April ‘91); the Na— scription of the use of barriers during
tional Lesbian Conference, FBI on the sex was sick.
"In my mind, the brochure con—
Prowl, Wimmin‘s Space (July/Aug
tains
very explicit instructions on how
‘91); and Horizontal Hostility (Jan/
Feb ‘92). For more information, con— to perform all kinds of sex acts," Pope
tact: Theo, Hag Rag, PO Box 1171, said. But because the brochure ex—
Madison, WI 53701; (608) 241—9765. plains how "to protect yourself from
—Submitted by Hag Rag AIDS while you‘re doing it, it falls
under education."
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
materials
can be found "harmful to
Lawmaker
minors," Pope said. His bill defines
Wants to Outlaw what AIDS literature is harmful, he
said.
Graphic AIDS
_
«ACT UP Oklahoma City had in—
tended the brochure to be explicit,
Brochures
spokesman Steve Hardway said.
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Teen—agers often hear sex with a
state House member wants to ban the
condom
"is dull," Hardway said. "We
kind of explicit AIDS brochures that
a local ACT UP group is distributing want to show them that safe sex can
be a positive thing."
at local high schools.
Rep. Tim Pope, R—Mustang,
Rep. Frank
prefiled a bill Jan. 17 in reaction to
ACT UP Oklahoma City‘s distribu— Leads Protest at
tion of safe—sex brochures outside
metropolitan high schools this school Cracker Barrel
LITHONIA, Ga. (AP) —U.S. Rep
year.
The brochure describes how Barney Frank and 400 Gay rights ac—
condoms and other barriers can be tivists demonstrated outside the

(. ellington

Cracker Barrel restaurant in Lithonia,
a suburb east of Atlanta.
"It takes just one rotten cracker to
spoil the whole barrel," said Frank (D—
Mass.), who kissed his lover, Herb
Moses, before addressing the crowd.
— "We know when this many people
show up on a cold Sunday, that this is
a sign of commitment," Frank said,
addingthat the group‘s protests will
— eventually force people "into the mod—
em age."
Frank also represented the Gay and .
Lesbian community on Jan. 20 when
he helped lead the annual March of
Celebration on the Martin Luther

King Jr. Holiday.
Frank‘s presence in the march
"shows that the civil rights of Afri—
can—Americans and the civil rights of
Gay and Lesbian Americans are the
same inalienable rights," said Pat
Hussain, co—chair of Atlanta‘s Gay
and Lesbian Alliance Against Defa—
mation.
E
"We always want the march and
all the King Week celebrations to be
as inclusive as possible, and we sup—
port full human rights for the Gay and
Lesbian community," said King Cen—
ter spokesman Steve Klein.

SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
~901—525—0417

Rump),,

1819 Madison — 725—0415

Bar Tab Girls Showtime 10:00 PM
Tuesday — NO Cover Charge x $2.00 Optional Beer Bust 8 till 11 #
Wednesday — Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 12:00 M # Showtime 11:30 PM
Thursday — Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 12:00 M # Show Time 11:30
Friday — Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 12:00 M # Showtime 11:30 PM
Saturday — Dance Night # First Drink of Your Choice till 12:00 M
— 12:00 M #
Sunday — Our Famous Super Sunday Madness Beer Bust 8:00 PM

Shownme 11:00 PM —

THURSDAY — FEBRUARY 13 — 6TH ANNUAL MISS SWEETHEART PAGEANT
Little Rock‘s Own Sookie Simone Appearing Feb. 13 & 14
PLENTY OF PARKING
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Tennessee Predicted to Log
2,000th AIDS Fatality in ‘92
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Ten— new law will deter people at risk for HIV _
nessee is expected to see its 2,000th infection from being tested for fear their
AIDS —related fatality in 1992, state names will be made public.
State health officials say that the re—
health officials said.
Of the 1,822 AIDS cases reported in porting of positive HIV tests is essen—
Tennessee as of Dec. 31, more than 1,000 tial to tracking the pace of the epidemic
and for getting infected people into treat—
people — or 61% — have died.
Tennesseans infected with HIV will ment early.
Early treatment for HIV —infected
ultimately place "a tremendous impact
on the health care delivery system," ac— patients with drugs such as AZT can
cording to state publication The Messen— postpone the development of full—blown
AIDS and improve the quality of life.
ger.
Researchers also are optimistic that
The Messenger is published by the
methods
will soon be found to prevent
state health departments AIDS program.
An estimated 10,000 Tennesseans are HIV infection, even after exposure to
infected with the HIV virus and another the virus.
2:000 infections likely will occur in 1992,
AIDS Group:
state statistics show.
HIV infection rates were highest last Station‘s Ad
year among people treated for sexually
Refusal Is
transmitted diseases, at a health care
clinic for homeless people in Memphis,
Homophobic
among new inmates in the state prison
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) — The
system and at a drug abuse treatment
state‘s biggest television station is be—
clinic in Memphis.
having homphobically by refusing to air
Gay men still account for the major—
commercials meant to force presiden—
ity of AIDS cases in Tennessee. But the
tial hopefulsto deal with AIDS, the ac—
fastest—growing rates for new AIDS cases
tivist group ACT UP said. Station
are among women, blacks and people
officials at WMUR said the ad is too
infected through heterosexual inter—
sexually explicit.
—
course.
"Homophobia is alive and well at
One—quarter of the 434 AIDS cases
WMUR," said ACTUP spokesman
reported in Tennessee last year involved
Mike Petrelis. "It does not bode well to
than
higher
rate
a
persons in their 20s,
get the AIDS message out."
the national average of 18%.
The 30—second ad features a Gay
This year marks the first time doctors
man, Lesbian, and interracial couples
in Tennessee are required to report HIV
kissing or embracing.
R
infections to the state health department.
«*The message clearly.meets with m:
Prior to Jan. 1, the names of those test—
approval, but the sexually explicit, at—
ing positive for HIV could be anony—
tention—getting visual is unacceptable
mous.
and in its present form, I‘m not going to
Opponents ofHIV reporting argue the
air it," Gilpin said.

KEEP TALKING!

PARTY

LINE

BULLETIN BOARDS
ONE—ON—ONE
PRIVATE ROOM
FANTASY

1—800_

944—1114
Visa/MC $1.50 per minute / $2.50 first minute / Adults Only

»HAP.
111 North Claybrook » 726—4767

Country/Western
Film Festival
continuedfrom page 16
films begin at 7pm. The admission fee is
$3.50 on Thurs. and$5.50 on Fri. and—
Sat.
For more information, contact the
Women‘s Project at 372—5113.
The schedule is as follows:
Fri., Feb. 21
Lotus, Music ofthe Spirit, Hairpiece:
A Film for Nappy Headed People, Just
Because of Who We Are, Mirror Mir—
ror, and Enough Crying of Tears.
Sat., Feb. 22
Mapantsula, Whisper: The Women,
and Films ofBarbara Hammer.
Thurs., Feb. 27
Fundi: The Story of Ella Baker and
Calling the Shots.
Fri., Feb. 28
Tongues Untied and ...Women Wove
It In A Basket.
Sat., Feb. 29
Southern Premiere: Daughters ofthe
Dust, presentation and reception with
filmmaker Julie Dash.
Thurs., March 5
Taking Our Bodies Back, Women
Like Us, The Burning Times, and We‘re
Talking Vulva.
Fri., March 6
Pink Triangles, Where Did You Get
That Woman? , and Ju Dou.

Sat., March 7
Tiny and Ruby: Hell Divin‘ Women
and Surname Viet Given Name Nam.
Thurs., March 12
Privileges and Cycles.
Fri., March 13
"Movie Marathon"
Finzan, Juxta, Nice Colored Girls,
Positive Images: Portraits of Women
With Disabilities, Selbe: One Among
Many, Two Lies, and Storme: Lady of
the Jewel Box.
s
Sat. March 14
Honored by the Moon, Halfthe King—
dom, and To Be Announced

Dance Lessons

Country/Western
Hoe Down
Every 2nd Saturday 9 PM
(February 8th this month)

_

Female Condoms
continuedfrom page 19
"Our interest in the condom is not
as a contraceptive, but rather as an ad—
ditional barrier method against
AIDS," he said.
He said the condom‘s material is
very tough and doesn‘t tear like latex
male condoms, but is trickier to use.
Dr. Patrick Friel of WHO‘s AIDS
program said clinical trials have
shown the female condom to be safe.
He said the U.N. agency now wants —
to concentrate on promoting accept—
ability studies around the world and
to persuade governments to introduce
it in national health programs.

Wings

Club Night

Every 4th Saturday

10 PM

(February 22nd this month)

Home of Wings &

|_

Southern Country Memphis
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory
is printed as a public service, and its
listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed,
but have not been charged.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Lamar # 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765..
Paris Adult Entertainment Center:
2432 Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
# 794—2997.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell ‘Road
# 744—4513.
~ Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
# 373—5670.

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limitof30 words
(including addressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specify ifyou want to use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes
arefree. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reachedtoverify the ad. Ifyou wouldlike
a copy of the issue your ad appears in,
please send $1.00 to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A Support Group is forming for Gay
CatholicMen and theirFriends. CallMike
at 458—1530.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians who
are interested in coming together with
others of like heritage for support, call
(901) 725—4898.
NOW FORMING, Tennessee Valley
Rodeo Association, a non—profit
organization of and for the Lesbian and
Gay community, dedicated to promote
and support the sport of rodeo in our
community, perform charitable duties,
and encourage member participation in
country and western related events and
activities. INTERESTED? Call (901)
274—0454. ___
Ole Miss Gay & Lesbian Support Group
meets Thursday evenings. For more
information.call: (601) 234—8280 or(601)
234—4979 or write: Box 2420, University,
MS 38677.
WantedforYouth Group: Gays, Lesbians,
bisexuals, andsympathetic heterosexuals
under the age of 30 wanted to share in
discussion group. Call for more
— information: MGLCC at 276—4651 orGay
Switchboard 728—4297.
Brep & Brrakrast
Ozark Bed/Breakfast 5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resortformen & women. Hottub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow
Ridge, Rt4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR
72632, (501) 253—5283.
EmproymENT
It‘s a dirty job so let me do it for you. I‘ll
clean your house, apartment, or condo."
Affordable prices, professional service.
References available upon request. Ihave
transportation.
Lost
Lost New Year‘s Eve at G. Bellington
Rumples—Gold nugget wedding band
with red stone. Reward. If found, please
call Anna: 744—6277.
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BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist Book Store « 930
South Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or
Office # 272—0609.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165. _
Professional Carpet Systems:
# 794—9937
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Adult Children ofAlcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—
7379.
a
AidtoEnd AIDS Committee (ATEAC):
AIDS Service Organization « Box
40389, Memphis 38174—0389
# 458—AIDS or 272—0855.

Massace Services
CALIFORNIA MASSEUR
The perfect Valentine —
arelaxing, rejuvenating massage —
for yourself, for a friend.
By appointment, outcall only.
Gift certificates available.
10
—
PersonaLs
Anennon Gay Airline Pilots: Interested
in meeting other airline pilots in the area.
Respond to: Dept. A—11, Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111-0485 Discretion
assured.
Black, muscular—build, bisexual man, 30
years old, clean, solid build, and healthy.
I‘m very hairy. I‘m a closet case. I have
not come out ofthe closet. I‘m looking for
a —nice—looking, healthy, and nice built
body man to teach me the ropes of
sexuality. I‘ve never gone all the way
before. I‘m eager to learn. Looking for
men that are 6 to 6 1/2 if you know what
Imean.I‘m a beginner. Ifinterested write
to: Jeremy Larkins, PO Box 63,
Covington, TN 38019. No fatties.
GWF, looking for same. I‘d like to meet
fem women for possible relationship. I
am very honest and caring. I am not just
out for a good time. I want to meet that
"special lady!" Reply: Dept. K—11, Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
GWM, 22, honest, sensitive, and caring.
Looking for my kindred spirit. Seeks
GWM, 18—30, who wants a special
someone. Reply to: 3704 Access Road
#29, Jonesboro, AR 72401.
GWM, 23, very cute, very honest, smoker,
works very hard for a living.I‘m so tired
ofthe airheads in this townjustoutfor fun
and to fulfill the need, etc.! I‘m looking
for that person who knows what life is all
about. If interested write me! No games,
no put—ons, no lost minded people! Very
serious replies, please! I am seriously
looking for someone for a long—lasting
1:1 relationship. Reply: Dept. D—09, Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
GWM, 24, 6, bl/br, 185#. Seeking GWM,
18—25, possible long term relationship.
Must be discreet, passive, HIV negative,
slim, SE Missouri. Call Sun.—Mon., 8pm—
10pm, (314) 333—5013, Kenny.
GWM, 26, 63", brown hair, blue eyes,
183#. Seek GWM, 19—35 for friendship
or relationship. Varied interests include:
weightlifting, outdoors, music, andhaving
a good time with someone special. I want
to meet a person who can be honest and
sincere. If you are tired of meaningless
relationships, one night stands, and head
games, maybe we cangettogether. Please
include photo for faster reply. But will
answer all letters. Reply: Dept. F—02, Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/leviclub+4372Kerwin
Drive, Memphis 38128.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 42157, Memphis
38174—2157 # 323—6611.
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Memphis 38101 # 327—0521 or
948—2345.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 Poplar Ave #15, Memphis
38105.
Catholic Lesbians: Faith at 324—6949.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay Square
Dance Club® 387—1567 or 753—1507.
Gay Women‘s Social Group: Debbie
# 272—0416.

Holy Trinity Community Church:
Worship Service: Sundays at 11:00
AM, Bible study: Wednesdays at7:30
PM » 2323 Monroe « Mailing address:
Box 41648, Memphis, 38174—1648 #
726—9443.
§
IntegrityMemphis: Meets the 3rdMon.,
Dinner, 6:30 PM, $3, Meeting 7:00
PM + c/o Calvary Episcopal Church ,
102 N 2nd, Memphis, TN 38103 #
726—9750.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
Memphis LambdaCenter#276—7379
or 454—1414.
LambdaMen‘sChorus: MGLCC, 1665
Madison,
Memphis
38104
# 276—4045 « Rehearsals: Tuesdays,
7:30pm, MGLCC.
Lesbians & Gay Persons Allied for
Liberty (LEGAL): Box 3038,
Memphis 38173—0038 # 728—GAYS.

Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
and "hold" babies at the Med):
Shelia Tankersley # 393—0983.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 1665 Madison,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address:
Box 41074, Memphis 38174 # 276—
~ 4651.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting
place for 12—steprecovery programs ®
241 N. Cleveland (above United Paint
Store), Memphis # 276—7379.
Memphis State University Studentsfor
Gay & Lesbian Awareness(GALA):
GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs,
MSU 38152.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042.

GWM, 35, seeks pre—op transsexuals for
dating. Must be on hormones and send
photo. Write: Boxholder, POBox 38501,
Germantown, TN 38183—0501.
GWM, 59", 168#, br/bl, sincere, caring,
home—oriented, discreet. Seeks GWM,
21—39 with similar qualities for dinners,
movies, travel, conversation, fri
i
1:1 relationship. Reply to: Box 38185,
Memphis, TN 38183.
GWM, 6°2", 200#, looking for friends
and/or someone special in Memphis and/
or NE MS. Like to have fun and meet
people. Reply: Dept. S—02, Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
HIV positivemale, bl/br, hunting for HIV
positivemale forfun, friendship, possibly
more. Not into bars, drugs. Life‘s too
short not to enjoy it. Write: Dept. B—08,
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Leland D.—I loved watching you and
Woofy paint each others‘ nails and do
your hair (The pussy pink is too you,
Woofy!) but when you faintedover Paula
Abdul—please! Call me a D.Q. you
scrotum—breathed, hairy—palmed,Top40—
people!
Pitin. Dame elbeso, ahora. Gracia por
mis zapatos nuevos. Esteban.
Rural GCPL wants to meet others for
friendship. We enjoy camping, hiking,
canoeing, boating, animals.TNRiverarea.
Write: J.B., Route 3, Box 280C, Linden,
TN 37096.
8
Randy S. To someone special to me after
all this time. It has been two years since
we saw each other. But you were my true
love. Would give anything to be with you
now. Thanks for the best time of my life.
Oakmont"—Clue.
Seeking contact with Susan Terry, Frank
Ball, Sylver (hairstylist), Greg Cavness,
Kirby Kincaid, anyone with means of
contact. Send to: Marc Knight, Box 361,
West Point, MS 39773.
Tightjeans, cowboy boots, GarthBrooks
music, afew ofmy favorite things. GWM,
36, 61", 180#, brown hair, beard,
mustache, graduate degree, liberal,
politically active, agnostic, non—smoker,
looking for compatible, 30—40. Interests:
oldmovies, travel, exercise, food,reading,
music (diverse, emphasize country).
Happy in tennies or tux. Looking to date,
other, friendship, possible relationship.
Call Rick at (901) 274—0454.
Tired ofliving my life alone. Would like
to meet that special man for arelationship
so hotitwouldmelt thesun. Write: Arnold,
122 South Brooks, Pontotoc, MS 38863.
Very attractive GWM, 21, seeks love of a
lifetime. If you‘re between 18—21 and
ready for a world of happiness, then we
should be together. Write: PO Box 411,
Collierville, TN 38027.

Wallace R. from Alliance.Is it true that if
you plantbugle beads in a mixture ofpaté
and shrimpdipthatit grows asequin tree?
________________
Where Are You? GWM, 31 seeking
GWM,25—50 who is tiredofmeaningless
relationships, head games, and gold
diggers for friendship and more.
Interested? Phone Scott at (601) 489—
8023 anytime, orwrite Scott,314 Coleman
Lane, Pontotoc, MS 38863.

Rooms For Rent
Frayser, near North Watkins shopping
center. Retired WM wants quiet, honest
male to share house. Prefer one good at
occasional maintenance, carpentry help.
Cheap! Call 357—6522.
Rooms for Rent, Mid—Town Area, $45—
$75/week, includingutilities. CallRonme
— 276—1290.
Rooms to Rentinprivatehome, Southaven
area, 5 minutes from freeway, male or
female, no smokers. Have one large room
with private bath—S$80 a week, plus
deposit. Second smaller room, share bath
with others in the house—$60 a week,
plus deposit. Utilities furnished, kitchen
privileges, microwave, washer & dryer.
References required. Rooms furnished
but can rent unfurnished. Call after6pm
27792
___

Proresstonat
Quality furniture refinishing. Call
David—278—2199.
Rear EstATE
Greenlaw Historic District, Downtown
Memphis. Homes restored for qualified
buyer. New homes built, homes to rent.
Affordable, fun, different. On theTrolley
Line. Memphis‘ oldest neighborhood.
Financing options available. Call Russell
Armstrong at 525—3044.

§

fMeetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inca
241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion(Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Our Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous)
5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
Into The Light

(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.) _
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Wednesday 6:30pm
Discussion (Open)
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30pm
Discussion (Open)
Saturday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Friday

800 pm

Lesbian community.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News]

Ann Taylor: Resumes, ad campaigns,
Minority Prison Progect (MPP) For Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay Alliance Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN #385—
Memphis
38104
#
726—1284.
(T—GALA):
Box
24181,
Nashville,
—
information: John Prowett, 923
1430.
—,
Bob
Hughes,
MS:
Counseling,
TN 37202. _
Peabody # 3, Memphis 38104.
Codependency/ACOA, Wholistic Wildhare Graphics: 344NorthWatkins,
Transexuals
in
Prison
(TIP):
For
Box41822,
:
Aphrodite:
Mystic
Memphis, TN 38104 # 278—8437.
Healthcare Services « 5583 Murray
information: John Prowett, 923
Memphis 38174—1822.
Road, Memphis 38119 # 767—6351.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Peabody
#3,
Memphis
38104.
Women
for
Organization
National
(NOW): Box40982, Memphis 38174— Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082, K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling AIDS Switchboard: # 458—AIDS.
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101, Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:
Memphis 38174—1082.
0982 # 276—0282.
Memphis 38104 #726—4586 » Sliding
# 1—800—347—TEEN.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Wings: Social Club « Box 41784,
fee scale.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
Memphis 38174—1784.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda
GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
Women of Leather: Box 41322, Carole Taylor, MS: Counseling
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
‘# 458—7098.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Memphis 38127—1322.
Our Meeting (AA): Memphis Lambda
Young & Proud: Mailing address: Box Northeast Mental Health Center: Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
# 382—3880.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
40231, Memphis 381740231
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 276—4651.,
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
#274—17477.
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
Memphis 38187—2031# 761—1444.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Transvestite—Transexual National
# 767—3661.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
Center # 327—2447, 276—7379, or
board +300 or 1200baud# 274—6713. Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (Daytime
Only).
Service: 3340 Poplar Avenue
454—1414.
(You must have a computer and
# 458—0152.
LEGAL SERVICES
Positive Mental Attitude Association,
modem to access thisservice.) .
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users * Two‘s Company: Gay computerbulletin Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes, Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
accounting services # 726—9082.
208 S. Heard Street, Senatobia, MS
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
board and computer. support.
38668 = (601) 562—8738.
"Handles" accepted. 1200/2400baud.
38104 = 276—PMAA.
FLORIST
Riverboat GamblersMotorcycle Club:
# 7264073.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
100 N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis
Box Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104
._._Union Ave., Memphis 38104
COUNSELING SERVICES
38103 # 525—0417.
# 276—9939.
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling — _ # 274—8103.
Seriously Sober (AA): MemphisLambda
Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Park East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 1255
* Lynnfield Road # 521—9996.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
38119 # 761—2980.
Knight Arnold Rd, Suite 316,
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Memphis 38118 # 369—6050.
GRAPHICS
Dance
Club Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral
Law: 1903 Lincoln AmericanTower,
Western
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN
#452—2307.
counseling # 454—0108.
38111—0485 # 454—1411.

American Life Resources

Corporahon

offers
AFinancial Program Dedicated to Enhancing theQuality of Life of the Terminally III.
Questions & Answers
Q) Will I continue to be respon—
Q) What is the American Life Q)WillIhaveanytaxliabilityon
sible for paying the premiums for
the
proceeds
I
receive
from
Resources Program?
<——mylife
insurance policy if I pare~~
~AmericanLife
Resources?
A) The American
Resources
States ticipate in the Amencan Life Re—
current United life
Program
has been Life
designed
to of— A) Underlaws,
sale of a in— sources Program?
feranindividualwithaterminalill— taxation policyftheorfinanc
ial remu— A) No! American Life Resources
surance
nessanopportunitytoconverttheir neration
obligates thesellerofthe will take over the responsibility of
existing life insurance policy into policytoreportthe
paying the premiums on your life
proceeds as in—
cash.
insurance policy.
come. However, there is a bill
pending
in
the
United
States
Sen—
Q) Can I participate inthe Ameri— ate that would make these pro— OQ) How long will it take to know
can Life Resources Program if I ceeds tax exempt.
if I qualify for the American Life
have aterm life policy?
Resources Program?
A) Yes! The American Life Re—
A) American Life Resources will
the advice of
sources Program can accept4erm Q) ShouldyI orobtain
notify you approximately four
CPA prior to par—
an attorne
lifeinsurance policies.
weeks after receiving your com—
ticipating in the American Life
m?
ces
Progra
Resour
Q) CanI participate inthe Ameri— A) Yes! American Life Resources pleted application.
can Life Resources Program if I
Q) Once I am notified that I
ends that all of its clients
haveagrouplifeinsurancepolicy? recomm
qualify for the American Life Re—
y
with an attorne and a
A) Yes, as long as your group in— consult
sources Program, when will I re—
prior to participating in the
surance policy allows you to con— CPA
my funds?
vert your policy to an individually American Life Resources Pro— — ceive
A)
Immediately
upon written
owned policy.
gram.‘ —
acknowledgement of assignment
from the insurance carrier.
benefits be af—
Q)Mylifeinsurancedoesnothave —Q)Will my medical
the
in
pate
partici
I
if
anycashvaluebuiltup....DoIstill _. fected Life Resources Pro— Q) I am very interested in enhanc—
qualify forthe American Life Re— American
ing the quality of my life through
sources Program?
gram?
the American Life Resources Pro—
ily.
A) Not necessar
Each indi—
A) Yes! The American Life Re— vidual
gram. What should I do?
is different. Your
sourcesProgramisbaseduponthe Americasituation
A) Simply contact Gil Gilbreath
Resources repre—
net policy benefit amount of your sentativenwillLifereview
your American Life Resources
rent
your:cur
lifeinsurancepolicy,notthepolicy‘s medical benefits with you?
—
representative.
cashvalue.
.
call or write to:
AR 72335
Gil Gilbreath * Life Resource Corp. of Arkansas * P.O. Box 1058 * Forrest Clty,
(501) 633—0554
For your simple and easy to fill out apphcahon,

60 North Mid—America Mall,
Memphis 38103 # 527—3795.
MASSAGE SERVICES
"Just the Right Touch": Therapeutic/
Sports Massage by Appointment =
372—1841 or Beeper 762—3894 (7am—
10pm).
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment# 452—1875
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full
bodymassagebyappointment. Please
call 10am—10pm # 278—9768.
_ MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Richard N. Carr: Video productions,
350 N Montgomery, Memphis, TN
38104 # 278—0407.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
Len Glosque: Carpentry # 276—0135.
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
Memphis, TN 38115 # 795—2609.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52
N. Second, Memphis 38103 # 525—
5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue
# 454—0386.
Jimmy Hancock: Electronic repair
+ TVs, stereos, VCRs, etc.
# 365—0260 before 10pm.
Leatherworks: Leather shop + 1264
Madison # 722—8963.
Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison,
Memphis, TN 38104= 278—2199.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring
couple # 726—6198.
See—S: Portraits & photography
# 327—3760.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave.
# 272—STAR.
NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
Gay Alternative: Radioprogram, Mon.
6:00—7:00 PM, WEVL—FM 90 — Box
41773, Memphis 38174. \
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaperpublished by Printers Ink»
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 =
454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
# 525—9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819 Madison
# 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
# 272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
# 278—9321.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave.,
Memphis 38107 # 525—3044.
Bill Malone, Affiliate Broker, Merkle
andAssociates:2298GermantownRd.
So., Memphis 38138 # 755—2200.
Steve Solomon,Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, Memphis
38104 # 2784380.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
# 274—9794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. #682—3326& 1803
Union # 726—1622.
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Theme:

Dress:

Waltzing. Cash bar only)
Black Tie, Club Dress Uniform, Mardi Gras Costume (Costumes will be judged)

Mardi Gras (With dancing and

Tickets: $15.00 in advance, $20.00 at the door. Due to limited space, seating will beauditorium fashion only. Groups who
&
wish to sit together will be accommodated when possible on a first come, first served basis.
Tickets available at Leatherworks, Meristem, and the Community Center, or through board members of Aphrodite or MGLCC.
Member discounts available only at MGLCC or by mail.
Tickets for "An Event In Three Acts" will be available at the ball.
cc cate __ iman reno — 3
money order (no cash
tickets @ $15 each for the Reunion Ball. 1 have enclosed a $
Please mail
or personal checks will be accepted by mail.) Visa, MasterCard, American Express accepted—You will be charged
a 5% surcharge. Orders received after February 15 will not be mailed. Please include telephone number if ordering
late. Paid tickets will be held for pickup and confirmed by telephone.
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